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Abstract—The cognitive interference channel with unidirec-
tional destination cooperation (CIFC-UDC) is a cognitive inter-
ference channel (CIFC) where the cognitive (secondary) destina-
tion not only decodes the information sent from its sending dual 
but also helps enhance the communication of the primary user. 
This channel model is an extension of the original CIFC to 
achieve a win-win solution under the coexistence condition. 
From an information-theoretic perspective, the CIFC-UDC 
comprises a broadcast channel (BC), a relay channel (RC) and a 
partially cooperative relay broadcast channel (PCRBC), and can 
be degraded to any one of them.  
Our main result is the establishment of a new unified achieva-
ble rate region for the CIFC-UDC which is the largest known to 
date and can be explicitly shown to include the previous result 
proposed by Chu and the largest known rate regions for the BC, 
the RC and the PCRBC. In addition, an interesting viewpoint on 
the unidirectional destination cooperation in the CIFC-UDC is 
discussed: to enable the decoder of the primary user to perform 
interference mitigation can be considered as a complementary 
idea to the interference mitigation via Gel’fand-Pinsker precod-
ing in the CIFC proposed by Devroye et al. Henceforth, by com-
bing these two ideas, the interferences caused at both the desti-
nations can be alleviated. Lastly, an outer bound is presented 
and proved to be tight for a class of the CIFC-UDC, resulting in 
the characterization of the capacity region for this class. 
Index Terms—Broadcast channel, capacity region, cognitive 
interference channel, interference mitigation, partially coopera-
tive relay broadcast channel, relay channel. 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
The rapid advancement of wireless technology has facili-
tated the development and growth of wireless products and 
services. The present regulation policy of spectrum utilization 
is to divide the spectrum into licensed lots and to allocate to 
different services and entities for exclusive use [29]. However, 
as the number of wireless devices has increased tremendously 
over the last few decades, the availability of wireless spec-
trum has become severely limited. This fact has led to a situa-
tion where new services have difficulty obtaining spectrum 
licenses and cannot be accommodated under the current regu-
lation policy. This situation has been termed as “spectrum 
gridlock” [29] and considered as one of the main factors 
which thwarts further advancement and development of wire-
less technology. 
In recent years, various strategies for overcoming spectrum 
gridlock have been proposed [29]. Among them, cooperative 
communication has been envisioned to surmount this issue. 
More specifically, collaborative devices can cooperate to 
share spectrum, time slots and resources and, ultimately, lead 
to more efficient communications. Upon the existing litera-
tures, the cognitive interference channel (CIFC), depicted in 
Fig. 2 of [27], has been one of the most intensively studied 
collaborative channel model these years. Similar to the clas-
sical interference channel [7], [26], the CIFC is a two-user, 
primary user (PU) and cognitive user (CU), channel model 
where the two senders attempt to communicate with their 
respective destinations through the common medium simulta-
neously. The distinction between the two models lies in the 
fact that there is a cooperation mechanism between the two 
senders in the CIFC: the sender of CU has full knowledge of 
the message of the sender of PU. This channel model was 
firstly proposed and investigated by Devroye et al. [12], [16] 
that presented the first achievable rate region for the discrete 
memoryless CIFC (DM-CIFC). More significantly, their work 
further demonstrated that by establishing this cooperation 
mechanism, termed as genie aided cognition1 originally, the 
interference caused at the destination of CU can be effectively 
mitigated via Gel’fand-Pinsker precoding (GP precoding) [6]. 
As a result, the achievable rate region for the CIFC is signifi-
cantly larger than that for the classical interference channel 
where, contrary to the cooperative communication in the 
CIFC, two senders work independently. Since then, the CIFC 
has attracted great attentions, and several achievable rate re-
gions for the DM-CIFC have been established [14], [17], 
[22]–[24], [27], [28, Section II], [34], [35], [38]. Although the 
capacity region for the CIFC in general is still an open prob-
lem, the capacity results for some special classes have been 
proved, and a clear summary can be found in [37, Section I]. 
Remarkably, Rini et al. proposed a new achievable rate region 
Fig. 1.  The channel model of the cognitive interference channel with unidirec-
tional destination cooperation (CIFC-UDC). 
      1The genie aided cognition is also termed as “unidirectional cooperation”
in [14], [22] while, in this paper and [42], this term is also used. However, it
should be noticed that the cooperation mechanism of the former is non-causal
or, more precisely, prior to transmission, but that of the latter is in a causal
manner. 
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for the DM-CIFC encompassing all other known achievable 
rate regions [38].  
Recently, many extensions and variants of the original 
CIFC have also been under researches. For instance, in [30], 
the channel model is basically the same as the original CIFC. 
However, an additional decoding requirement is imposed on 
the decoder of CU: to decode and understand both PU and 
CU’s messages, and, furthermore, the secrecy level of CU’s 
message is also taken into consideration. For this special set-
ting, the capacity region was proved for both with and without 
secrecy constraint. For another instance, a more realistic 
model of cognition where genie-aided cognition in the origi-
nal CIFC is replaced with unidirectional or bidirectional link 
of finite capacity between the two senders has also been under 
researches. This class of channel models is termed as the in-
terference channel with conferencing encoders / transmitters. 
For example, the unidirectional link case is considered in [33] 
while the bidirectional link case is considered in [36], [39], 
[41]. There are actually other interesting variants of the origi-
nal CIFC to get fit for more realistic communication scenarios 
(e.g., the “causal cognition2” channel model [20], [28, Section 
III], [32], [40] where the sender of CU accesses to a channel 
output and “causally” learns the information about PU), but 
this is not the focus of this paper.  
In this work, we consider another extension of the original 
CIFC, the cognitive interference channel with unidirectional 
destination cooperation (CIFC-UDC), depicted in Fig. 1. This 
channel model not only adopts the cooperation mechanism in 
the original CIFC but also allows the secondary destination to 
participate in the communication between the sending and 
receiving sides of PU. Note that the original CIFC can be in-
cluded as a special case of the CIFC-UDC by disabling the 
transmission of the secondary destination. This channel model 
was proposed in [42]3 which derived the first achievable rate 
region for the discrete memoryless case. The establishment of 
the asymmetrical relationship between the two destinations is 
motivated by this practical scenario: in licensed bands, CU is 
usually used to model unlicensed user (secondary user). As a 
“spectrum borrower”, there are two tasks for CU. On the one 
hand, CU is not allowed to cause interference to license own-
er, PU. On the other hand, if possible, CU should provide 
some benefit for PU. It can be expected that if the second task 
is accomplished, both CU and PU will obtain their advantages 
through this transaction which attains to a win-win solution. 
In the CIFC-UDC, the benefit for PU is modeled as the capac-
ity gains from the unidirectional directional cooperation and 
was demonstrated in [42]. However, this work is at best a 
proof of concept and is not integral enough for further under-
standing of the CIFC-UDC. For instance, the derivation of the 
achievable rate region missed considering the broadcasting 
and relaying characteristics of the CIFC-UDC. More specifi-
cally, as suggested in [28], with full knowledge of the mes-
sage of PU, the sender of CU can broadcast part of the mes-
sage of PU. Unfortunately, this assistance modality was 
missed. Besides, as a network involves relay, in general, a 
quantized version of the received signal at relay may be for-
warded so as to improve the overall throughput [13]. Never-
theless, this coding scheme was also missed being integrated. 
From an information-theoretic perspective, the CIFC-UDC 
is a “compound channel model” which includes several exist-
ing models, the partially cooperative relay broadcast channel 
(PCRBC) [19], [21], [31] and the CIFC, etc (e.g., by choosing 
the output of destination 2 to be null, the CIFC-UDC is de-
graded to the CIFC.). Although the capacity regions for the 
two channels are still unknown, the largest known achievable 
rate region for the discrete memoryless PCRBC appears in 
[31, Theorem 2], and that for the discrete memoryless CIFC 
can be found in [38, Theorem 1]. However, there lacks for a 
unified theorem to connect the two results, and, as a matter of 
fact, our main contribution is the establishment of a new uni-
fied achievable rate region for the CIFC-UDC which sub-
sumes these two results. We note that showing the inclusion 
of [31, Theorem 2] implies that Marton region for the broad-
cast channel (BC) [4] is contained (see Remark 2 in [31]). 
More importantly, a potentially larger achievable rate region 
for the PCRBC is also derived. Furthermore, the largest 
known achievable rate for the single-relay channel, CMG rate 
[15], and the region for the CIFC-UDC formerly derived by 
Chu [42, Theorem 1] are also included in this new region. 
On the other hand, it is generally known that interference 
occurs whenever multiple users access to the common me-
dium simultaneously, and if not well treated, interference may 
undermine reliable communication much more severely than 
noise does. Thus, in this work, how to assist the decoder of 
PU to alleviate the interference caused by CU via the unidi-
rectional destination cooperation is also investigated. In fact, 
this can be considered as the complementary idea of the inter-
ference mitigation through GP precoding in the CIFC pro-
posed by Devroye et al. [12], [16]. Hence, by combing these 
two ideas, the interferences caused at both the primary and 
secondary destinations will be mitigated.  
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, 
the notational conventions and the channel model of the 
CIFC-UDC are defined. In Section III, we present our new 
unified achievable rate region for the CIFC-UDC. Additional-
ly, a special communication setting is employed to state the 
operation of the interference mitigation via the unidirectional 
destination cooperation. In Section IV, an outer bound is pre-
sented, and it is proved that for a special class of the CIFC-
UDCs, our achievable rate region and this outer bound coin-
cide together, resulting in the characterization of the capacity 
region for this class. In Section V, we focus our attention on 
some degradations of our achievable rate region, compare 
them with other existing results and prove the inclusions of [4, 
Theorem 2], [15], [31, Theorem 2], [38, Theorem 1] and [42, 
Theorem 1] and a potentially larger achievable rate region for 
the PCRBC. In Section VI, we conclude this paper. Lastly, 
Appendix presents the detailed proofs of some lemmas and 
theorems. 
II. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS AND CHANNEL MODEL 
A. Notations 
The following notational conventions will be adopted 
throughout this paper. We use capital letters to denote the ran-
dom variables and lower case letters to denote their corres-
      2This setting is also termed as the interference channel with generalized a
feedback (e.g., [20], [40]) in the literatures. 
      3In [42], the CIFC-UDC was called as the interference channel with de-
graded message sets with unidirectional destination cooperation (IC-DMS-
UDC). 
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ponding realizations. We adopt the notational convenience 
pଢ଼|ଡ଼(y|x) = p(y|x) to drop the subscript of probability distribu-
tion. The expectation operation is represented as Eሾ(∙)ሿ. We 
write X ~ p(x) to indicate that random variable X is drawn ac-
cording to p(x) , and we use x୬  to represent the vector 
(xଵ, xଶ, … , x୬) . Moreover, X − Y − Z  denotes that X , Y  and Z 
form a Markov chain. The notation |(∙)| is used to denote the 
cardinality of a set. For the information theoretic quantities 
such as entropy, mutual information, etc, we follow the nota-
tions defined in [3]. 
B. Definitions and Channel Model 
The cognitive interference channel with unidirectional des-
tination cooperation, depicted in Fig. 1, is a channel model 
where sender 1 sends a message wଵ ∈ Wଵ = ሼ1,2, … , |Wଵ|ሽ to its 
destination with the help of destination 2 in n channel trans-
missions, and sender 2, with full knowledge of the message of 
sender 1, sends a message wଶ ∈ Wଶ = ሼ1,2, … , |Wଶ|ሽ to its desti-
nation in n channel transmissions. Additionally, we focus on 
the discrete memoryless CIFC-UDC (DM-CIFC-UDC). The 
CIFC-UDC is said to be discrete memoryless in the sense that 
p(yଵ୬, yଶ୬|xଵ୬, xଶ୬, xଷ୬) = ෑ p൫yଵ౪, yଶ౪หxଵ౪, xଶ౪, xଷ౪൯
୬
୲ୀଵ
 (II. 1)
for every discrete time instant t synchronously. 
Definition 1: The DM-CIFC-UDC is described by a tuple 
(X1, X2, X3, Y1, Y2, p(yଵ, yଶ|xଵ, xଶ, xଷ) ), where X1, X2 
and X3 denote the channel input alphabets, Y1 and Y2 denote 
the channel output alphabets, and p(yଵ, yଶ|xଵ, xଶ, xଷ)  denotes 
the transition probability. Moreover, xଵ, xଶ and xଷ are channel 
inputs from sender 1, sender 2 and destination 2 respectively. 
yଵ and yଶ denote the channel outputs at destination 1 and des-
tination 2 respectively. 
Next we present the following definitions with regard to the 
existence of code, the achievable rate region and the capacity 
region for the DM-CIFC-UDC. 
Definition 2: A (|Wଵ|, |Wଶ|, n, Pୣ ) code consists of: 
 The message set W୩ = ሼ1,2, … , |W୩|ሽ  where |W୩| = 2୬ୖౡ , 
k = 1,2. It is assumed that the messages Wଵ and Wଶ are in-
dependent and uniformly distributed. 
 An encoding function for sender 1 to map wଵ ∈ Wଵ  to a 
codeword xଵ୬: 
fଵ: wଵ → xଵ୬ (II. 2)
 An encoding function for sender 2 to map wଵ × wଶ ∈
Wଵ × Wଶ to a codeword xଶ୬: 
fଶ: wଵ × wଶ → xଶ୬ (II. 3)
 A family of encoding functions for destination 2 to map 
the preceding observations to the next transmitted symbol 
xଷ౟: 
fଷ౟: ൫yଶభ, yଶమ, yଶయ, … , yଶ౟షభ൯ → xଷ౟ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n (II. 4)
 The decoding function for decoder k  to map y୩୬  to wෝ ୩ ∈
W୩,. 
g୩: y୩୬ → wෝ ୩, k = 1,2 (II. 5)
 The average probability of error: 
Pୣ ≡ max൛Pୣ భ, Pୣ మൟ (II. 6)
where Pୣ ౡ  denotes the average probability of error of decoder 
k, k = 1,2. Furthermore, because it is assumed that the mes-
sage pair (wଵ, wଶ) ∈ (Wଵ, Wଶ)  is equiprobable, Pୣ ౡ  can be 
computed as 
Pୣ ౡ =
1
2୬(ୖభାୖమ) ෍ Prሼwෝ ୩ ≠ w୩|(wଵ, wଶ) sent. ሽ(୵భ,୵మ)
 (II. 7)
Definition 3: A nonnegative rate pair (Rଵ, Rଶ) is said to be 
achievable for the CIFC-UDC if there exists a 
(|Wଵ|, |Wଶ|, n, Pୣ ) code with Rଵ ≤
ଵ
୬ log |Wଵ| and Rଶ ≤
ଵ
୬ log |Wଶ| 
such that Pୣ → 0 as n → ∞. 
Definition 4: The capacity region for the CIFC-UDC, de-
noted as C, is the closure of the region of all the achievable 
rate pairs (Rଵ, Rଶ). An achievable rate region, denoted as R, is 
a subset of the capacity region. 
III. A NEW UNIFIED ACHIEVABLE RATE REGION FOR THE 
DISCRETE MEMORYLESS COGNITIVE INTERFERENCE CHANNEL 
WITH UNIDIRECTIONAL DESTINATION COOPERATION 
Since the DM-CIFC-UDC is a compound channel model 
with a variety of aspects, it can be expected that applying the 
coding schemes used in other literatures will be helpful to de-
rive our result. The following schemes are employed in the 
derivation of our achievable rate region. 
 Rate-Splitting: 
Rate-splitting was developed in [7] to derive HK region for 
the classical interference channel and, since then, has been 
widely employed to derive capacity results for multi-user 
networks. In our work, the message of user 2 is split into pub-
lic and private sub-messages, Wଶ୔ and Wଶଶ, and the message 
of user 1 is split into public, private and broadcast sub-
messages, Wଵ୔ , Wଵଵ  and Wଵ୆  respectively. The purpose for 
splitting a message into public and private sub-messages is to 
enable the unintended destination to jointly decode part of the 
message sent from another user and, equivalently, to elimi-
nate the interference associated with this part of the message. 
On the other hand, the broadcast sub-message, W1B , allows 
sender 2 to broadcast part of the message of user 1. This tech-
nique was formerly used to expand the achievable rate region 
for the CIFC further (e.g., [28], [38]) and also employed to 
derive an achievable rate region for the broadcast channel 
with two cognitive relays [35]. 
 Gel’fand-Pinsker Binning / Precoding: 
GP precoding and, in particular, writing on dirty paper cod-
ing (WDPC) [10] in the Gaussian channel enable encoder to 
precode so as to mitigate the “non-causally” known interfe-
rence. Although the term non-causally seems to be physically 
infeasible in one’s common sense, in the CIFC and CIFC-
UDC also, the message of PU is assumed to be known to the 
sender of CU ahead of time (The viability and reasonability of 
this assumption are discussed in [29, Section V].). As a result, 
this prior knowledge allows the sender of CU to perform GP 
precoding to mitigate the interference caused at its destination. 
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Remarkably, in the single-user Gaussian channel, WDPC 
enables the encoder to precode its message at the rate asso-
ciated with “interference-free communication” [10].  
 Marton Binning: 
For the broadcast channel, Marton region [4, Theorem 2], 
derived by Marton binning, is the largest known achievable 
rate region. Due to the broadcasting nature of the CIFC-UDC, 
in our coding scheme, Marton binning is employed at sender 
2 to broadcast Wଵ୆ and Wଶଶ to destination 1 and destination 2 
respectively.  
 Cooperative Strategy I: Generalized Strategy of Cover 
and El Gamal: 
The two fundamental cooperative coding schemes for the 
single-relay channel are decode-and-forward (DF) [5, Theo-
rem 1] and compress-and-forward (CF) [5, Theorem 6] strat-
egies. For DF strategy, the relay decodes and understands all 
the information sent from the sender and forwards this infor-
mation to the destination while, for CF strategy, the relay de-
codes none of the sender’s message but forwards a quantized 
version of its received signals to the destination. Remarkably, 
for the Gaussian single-relay channel, DF strategy achieves 
the capacity when the relay is at the sender while CF strategy 
achieves the capacity when the relay is at the destination [3, 
Section 9.2.1]. Nevertheless, to date, the capacity remains 
unsolved between the two extreme cases.  
These two schemes were further combined and generalized 
in [5, Theorem 7] which is known as generalized strategy of 
Cover and El Gamal. In our coding scheme of the unidirec-
tional destination cooperation, the similar strategy as genera-
lized strategy of Cover and El Gamal is taken to derive our 
result. 
 Cooperative Strategy II: Interference Forwarding 
Technique: 
Interference forwarding technique (IFT) indicates that, in 
relay networks, not only does forwarding wanted message to 
intended destination help the overall throughput but also for-
warding unwanted message to unintended destination does. 
This technique was proposed by Mari´c et al. [25], and the 
authors considered an interesting scenario (see Fig. 2 in [25]) 
to further demonstrate this idea. In the following, we employ 
this scenario and restate how interference forwarding tech-
nique functions. 
The interference channel with a relay (ICR), depicted in 
Fig. 1 of [25], is considered, and an additional assumption is 
imposed. 
Assumption: 
p(yଷ|xଵ, xଶ, xଷ) = p(yଷ|xଶ, xଷ) (III. 1)
Equivalently, the relay cannot observe xଵ. Henceforth, the 
relay cannot forward any information about Wଵ. In spite of 
this assumption, the relay still can help both the destinations 
and improve the throughput of this two-user network. To be 
more specific, though relaying the unwanted message Wଶ to 
destination 1 is only “forwarding interference” from the as-
pect of destination 1, that indeed enhances the reception of Wଶ 
at destination 1. As a result, the relay can effectively place 
destination 1 in the “strong interference regime” which allows 
destination 1 to decode Wଶ and to eliminate the interference 
associated with this message. In Fig. 5 of [25], a numerical 
analysis is provided to demonstrate the improvement. 
In our work, we integrate IFT into the secondary destina-
tion. That is, the secondary destination not only forwards the 
wanted message Wଵ୔ to destination 1 but also forwards Wଶ୔ 
on to alleviate the interference caused by CU's transmission at 
the destination of PU. This cooperation modality serves as an 
important role in a class of Gaussian CIFC-UDCs presented 
below. More interestingly, by combing IFT with GP precod-
ing, the interferences caused at both the destinations can be 
alleviated, which is impossible to be attained by the strategy 
of [42, Theorem 1]. 
 The Improved SimBack Decoding: 
The backward decoding was introduced by Willems for the 
work on the multiple access channel with generalized feedback 
(MAC-GF) [9, Chapter 7]. Later, Chong et al. proposed the 
improved simback decoding and made use of generalized re-
laying strategy of Cover and El Gamal to prove the new 
achievable rate, CMG rate, for the single-relay channel [15]. 
In this work, a similar decoding strategy as the improved sim-
back decoding is employed by decoder 1 to derive our result. 
In the following, we present our new unified achievable 
rate region for the DM-CIFC-UDC, the main result of this 
paper. 
Theorem 1: Let P denote the set of all joint probability dis-
tributions 
p൫uଵ୮, uଵ, vଵ, uଶ୮, uଶ, vଵଶ, vଶ, xଵ, xଶ, xଷ, yଵ, yଶ, yොଶ൯ (III. 2. A)
which can be factored in the following form: 
p൫uଵ୮൯p൫uଵหuଵ୮൯p൫vଵหuଵ୮, uଵ൯p൫uଶ୮หuଵ୮൯ 
(III. 2. B)× p൫uଶ, vଵଶ, vଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, vଵ, uଶ୮൯p൫xଵหuଵ୮, uଵ, vଵ൯× p൫xଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, vଵ, uଶ୮, uଶ, vଵଶ, vଶ൯p൫xଷหuଵ୮, uଶ୮൯
× p(yଵ, yଶ|xଵ, xଶ, xଷ)p൫yොଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, uଶ୮, uଶ, xଷ, yଶ൯
Let R(p) be the set of all nonnegative rate pairs (Rଵ, Rଶ) =
(Rଵଵ + Rଵ୔ + Rଵ୆, Rଶଶ + Rଶ୔)  such that the following con-
straints hold: 
Rଵଵ ≥ 0, Rଵ୔ ≥ 0, Rଵ୆ ≥ 0, (III. 2. C)Rଶଶ ≥ 0, Rଶ୔ ≥ 0 
 
Rଶ୔ᇱ ≥ A
(III. 2. D)
Rଵ୆ᇱ ≥ 0
Rଶଶᇱ ≥ I൫Vଵ; VଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ 
Rଵ୆ᇱ + Rଶଶᇱ ≥ I൫Vଵ, Vଵଶ; VଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯
 
Rଵ୮ + Rଵଵ + Lଶ୔ + Lଵ୆ ≤ A + B + D − C 
(III. 2. E)
Rଵଵ + Lଶ୔ + Lଵ୆ ≤ A + B + E − C 
Lଶ୔ + Lଵ୆ ≤ A + B + H − C 
Rଵଵ + Lଵ୆ ≤ min ቀA + B + F − C,A + G ቁ
Lଵ୆ ≤ min(J, B + I − C) 
 
Rଵ୔ + Lଶ୔ + Lଶଶ ≤ K 
(III. 2. F)Lଶ୔ + Lଶଶ ≤ L 
Lଶଶ ≤ M 
 
C ≤ I൫Yଵ; Xଷ|Uଵ୮, Uଵ, Vଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Vଵଶ൯ + B (III. 2. G)
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where 
Lଵ୆ = Rଵ୆ + Rଵ୆ᇱ , Lଶ୔ = Rଶ୔ + Rଶ୔ᇱ , Lଶଶ = Rଶଶ + Rଶଶᇱ
 
and 
A = I൫Vଵ; UଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮൯ 
B = I൫Yଵ, Vଵ, Vଵଶ; Y෡ଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ 
C = I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ 
D = I൫Yଵ; Uଵ୮, Uଵ, Vଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Vଵଶ, Xଷ൯ 
E = I൫Yଵ; Vଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Vଵଶ, XଷหUଵ୮, Uଵ൯ 
F = I൫Yଵ; Vଵ, Vଵଶ, XଷหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ 
G = I൫Yଵ, Y෡ଶ; Vଵ, VଵଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ 
H = I൫Yଵ; Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Vଵଶ, XଷหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Vଵ൯ 
I = I൫Yଵ; Vଵଶ, XଷหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Vଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ 
J = I൫Yଵ, Y෡ଶ; VଵଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Vଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ 
K = I൫Yଶ; Uଵ, Uଶ, VଶหUଵ୮, Uଶ୮, Xଷ൯ 
L = I൫Yଶ; Uଶ, VଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮, Xଷ൯ 
M = I൫Yଶ; VଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ 
 
Since destination 1 (2) does not interest in Wଶ୔ (Wଵ୔), some 
rate constraints can be dropped: 
 The first constraint in (III. 2. E)  can be dropped if Rଵ୮ =
Rଵଵ = Lଵ୆ = 0. 
 The second constraint in (III. 2. E)  can be dropped if 
Rଵଵ = Lଵ୆ = 0. 
 The third constraint in (III. 2. E) can be dropped if Lଵ୆ = 0. 
 The first constraint in (III. 2. F)  can be dropped if Lଶ୔ =
Lଶଶ = 0. 
Then the region R = ∪ p(.) œ P  R(p) is an achievable rate region 
for the DM-CIFC-UDC. 
Proof: For separately encoding, the messages Wଵ  of nRଵ 
bits and Wଶ of nRଶ bits are split as follows: 
Wଵ = (Wଵଵ, Wଵ୔, Wଵ୆) (III. 3. A)
Wଶ = (Wଶଶ, Wଶ୔) (III. 3. B)
where the sub-message W୧ is nR୧ bits, i ∈ ሼ11,1P, 1B, 22,2Pሽ.  
Hence, the transmission rate pair (Rଵ, Rଶ) is 
Rଵ = Rଵଵ + Rଵ୔ + Rଵ୆ (III. 4. A)
Rଶ = Rଶଶ + Rଶ୔ (III. 4. B)
The purpose of each sub-message is illustrated as follows: 
 Wଵଵ and Wଶଶ are the private sub-messages of PU and CU 
which will be decoded by the intended decoder only and 
treated as noise at the unintended destination. 
 Wଵ୔ and Wଶ୔  are the public sub-messages of PU and CU 
which will be decoded by both the decoders.  
 Wଵ୆ is the broadcast sub-message of PU. This sub-message 
will be broadcasted by the sender of CU and decoded by 
the decoder of PU only. 
Next, let us consider the coding scheme employed in this 
work. Our coding scheme is a block Markov scheme, and its 
flow is shown schematically in Table I. We consider B + 2 
blocks, each of n  symbols. A sequence of B  sub-message 
tuples ൫i(ୠ), j(ୠ), k(ୠ), l(ୠ), m(ୠ)൯ , i(ୠ) ∈ ሼ1, … , 2୬ୖభభሽ , j(ୠ) ∈
ሼ1, … , 2୬ୖభౌሽ , k(ୠ) ∈ ሼ1, … , 2୬ୖభాሽ , l(ୠ) ∈ ሼ1, … , 2୬ୖమమሽ and 
m(ୠ) ∈ ሼ1, … , 2୬ୖమౌሽ, b = 1, … , B, will be sent over the channel 
in n × (B + 2) symbols (or, equivalently, B + 2 blocks). Note 
TABLE I 
ENCODING AND DECODING MESSAGE INDICES ALONG THE BLOCKS FOR  
THE COGNITIVE INTERFERENCE CHANNEL WITH UNIDIRECTIONAL DESTINATION COOPERATION 
block 1 … block b … block (B + 1) block (B + 2)
uଵ୮୬ (1) … uଵ୮୬ ൫j୮(ୠ)൯ … uଵ୮୬ ൫j୮(୆ାଵ)൯ uଵ୮୬ (1) 
uଵ୬൫j(ଵ)ห1൯ … uଵ୬൫j(ୠ)หj୮(ୠ)൯ … uଵ୬൫1หj୮(୆ାଵ)൯ uଵ୬(1|1) 
vଵ୬൫1ห1, j(ଵ)൯ … vଵ୬൫i୮(ୠ)หj୮(ୠ), j(ୠ)൯ … vଵ୬൫i୮(୆ାଵ)หj୮(୆ାଵ), 1൯ vଵ୬(1|1,1) 
uଶ୮୬ (1|1) … uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮(ୠ)หj୮(ୠ)൯ … uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮(୆ାଵ)หj୮(୆ାଵ)൯ uଶ୮୬ (1|1) 
uଶ୬ ቀm(ଵ), m∗
(భ)ቚ1, j(ଵ), 1ቁ … uଶ୬ ቀm(ୠ), m∗
(ౘ)ቚj୮(ୠ), j(ୠ), m୮(ୠ)ቁ … uଶ୬ ቀ1, m∗
(ాశభ)ቚj୮(୆ାଵ), 1, m୮(୆ାଵ)ቁ uଶ୬ ቀ1, m∗
(ాశమ)ቚ1,1,1ቁ 
vଵଶ୬ ቆ
1,
k∗(భ)
ቤ 1, j
(ଵ), 1,
1, m(ଵ), m∗(భ)
ቇ  vଵଶ୬ ൭
k୮(ୠ),
k∗(ౘ)
อ
j୮(ୠ), j(ୠ), i୮(ୠ),
m୮(ୠ), m(ୠ), m∗
(ౘ)൱  vଵଶ୬ ൭
k୮(୆ାଵ),
k∗(ాశభ)
อ
j୮(୆ାଵ), 1, i୮(୆ାଵ),
m୮(୆ାଵ), 1, m∗
(ాశభ)൱ vଵଶ୬ ൬
1,
k∗(ాశమ)
ฬ 1,1,1,1,1, m∗(ాశమ)൰ 
vଶ୬ ቆ
l(ଵ),
l∗(భ)
ቤ 1, j
(ଵ), 1,
m(ଵ), m∗(భ)
ቇ  vଶ୬ ቆ
l(ୠ),
l∗(ౘ)
ቤj୮
(ୠ), j(ୠ), m୮(ୠ),
m(ୠ), m∗(ౘ)
ቇ  vଶ୬ ቆ
1,
l∗(ాశభ)
ቤj୮
(୆ାଵ), 1, m୮(୆ାଵ),
1, m∗(ాశభ)
ቇ vଶ୬ ൬
1,
l∗(ాశమ)
ฬ 1,1,1,1, m∗(ాశమ)൰ 
xଵ୬൫1, j(ଵ), 1൯ … xଵ୬൫j୮(ୠ), j(ୠ), i୮(ୠ)൯ … xଵ୬൫j୮(୆ାଵ), 1, i୮(୆ାଵ)൯ xଵ୬(1,1,1) 
xଶ୬ ቆ
1, j(ଵ), 1,
1, m(ଵ), 1, l(ଵ)
ቇ … xଶ୬ ൭
j୮(ୠ), j(ୠ), i୮(ୠ),
m୮(ୠ), m(ୠ), k୮(ୠ), l(ୠ)
൱ … xଶ୬ ൭
j୮(୆ାଵ), 1, i୮(୆ାଵ),
m୮(୆ାଵ), 1, k୮(୆ାଵ), 1
൱ xଶ୬ ቀ
1,1,1,
1,1,1,1ቁ 
xଷ୬(1|1,1) … xଷ୬൫z୮(ୠ)หj୮(ୠ), m୮(ୠ)൯ … xଷ୬൫z୮(୆ାଵ)หj୮(୆ାଵ), m୮(୆ାଵ)൯ xଷ୬൫z୮(୆ାଶ)ห1,1൯ 
[— — —] … ൫ȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) , ı̂୮ీభ
(ୠ) , mෝ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) , k෠ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) , zො୮ీభ
(ୠ) ൯ … ൭
ȷ୮̂ీభ
(୆ାଵ), ı̂୮ీభ
(୆ାଵ), mෝ ୮ీభ
(୆ାଵ),
k෠ ୮ీభ
(୆ାଵ), zො୮ీభ
(୆ାଵ) ൱ [Initiation]
4 
൫ȷୈ̂ଶ
(ଵ), mෝ ୈଶ
(ଵ), lመୈଶ
(ଵ), zොୈଶ
(ଵ)൯ … ൫ȷୈ̂ଶ
(ୠ), mෝ ୈଶ
(ୠ), lመୈଶ
(ୠ), zොୈଶ
(ୠ)൯ … ቆ
ȷୈ̂ଶ
(୆ାଵ) = 1, mෝ ୈଶ
(୆ାଵ) = 1,
lመୈଶ
(୆ାଵ) = 1, zොୈଶ
(୆ାଵ) ቇ [— — —] 
* The second row shows the sequences constructed by the auxiliary random variables and the sub-messages conveyed by them. 
* The third row shows the transmitted codewords in the corresponding block. 
* The fourth row shows the decoding results evaluated after the corresponding block by decoder 1 and decoder 2 respectively. 
* Some indices are initially set to be equal to 1 due to mathematical symmetry. 
4 Refer to the first decoding step in [The Decoding Process of Decoder 1]. 
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that as B → ∞ , for fixed n, the rate pair 
(Rଵ, Rଶ) = (
୆(ୖభభାୖభౌାୖభా)
୆ାଶ ,
୆(ୖమమାୖమౌ)
୆ାଶ )  is arbitrarily close to 
(Rଵଵ + Rଵ୔ + Rଵ୆, Rଶଶ + Rଶ୔). 
In the following, codebook construction, encoding and 
transmission, decoding and probability of error analysis will 
be presented sequentially. At first, we note the notations fol-
lowed in this proof. The index i୮
(ୠ) represents the index of mes-
sage in the previous block—i.e., i୮
(ୠ) = i(ୠିଵ). In addition, the 
subscript of the index ıୈ̂ଵ
(ୠ)  (ı̂ୈଶ
(ୠ) ) denotes the decoding result 
evaluated by decoder 1 (2). 
Codebook Construction: 
In each block b, b = 1, … , B + 2, we shall use the codebook 
constructed as below: 
 Generate 2୬ୖభౌ n-sequences uଵ୮୬ , each with probability 
p൫uଵ୮୬ ൯ = ෑ p൫uଵ୮౪൯
୬
୲ୀଵ
. 
Label them as uଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, where j୮ ∈ ሼ1, … , 2୬ୖభౌሽ. 
 For each uଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, generate 2୬ୖభౌ n-sequences uଵ୬, each with 
probability 
p ቀuଵ୬ቚuଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯ቁ = ෑ p ቀuଵ౪ቚuଵ୮౪൫j୮൯ቁ
୬
୲ୀଵ
. 
Label them as uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, where j ∈ ሼ1, … , 2୬ୖభౌሽ. 
 For each ቀuଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯ቁ, generate 2୬ୖభభ  n-sequences vଵ୬, 
each with probability 
p ቀvଵ୬ቚuଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯ቁ = ෑ p ቀvଵ౪ቚuଵ୮౪൫j୮൯, uଵ౪൫jหj୮൯ቁ
୬
୲ୀଵ
. 
Label them as vଵ୬൫i୮หj୮, j൯, where i୮ ∈ ሼ1, … , 2୬ୖభభሽ. 
 For each uଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯ , generate 2୬ୖమౌ  n-sequences uଶ୮୬ , each 
with probability 
p ቀuଶ୮୬ ቚuଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯ቁ = ෑ p ቀuଶ୮౪ቚuଵ୮౪൫j୮൯ቁ
୬
୲ୀଵ
. 
Label them as uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯, where m୮ ∈ ሼ1, … , 2୬ୖమౌሽ. 
 For each ቀuଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯ቁ , generate 
2୬൫ୖమౌାୖమౌᇲ ൯ n-sequences uଶ୬, each with probability 
p ቀuଶ୬ቚuଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯ቁ 
= ෑ p ቀuଶ౪ቚuଵ୮౪൫j୮൯, uଵ౪൫jหj୮൯, uଶ୮౪൫m୮หj୮൯ቁ
୬
୲ୀଵ
. 
Label them as uଶ୬൫m, mᇱหj୮, j, m୮൯, where m ∈ ሼ1, … , 2୬ୖమౌሽ 
and mᇱ ∈ ൛1, … , 2୬ୖమౌᇲ ൟ. 
 For each ቆ uଵ୮
୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, vଵ୬൫i୮หj୮, j൯,
uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯, uଶ୬൫m, mᇱหj୮, j, m୮൯
ቇ , generate 
2୬൫ୖభాାୖభాᇲ ൯ n-sequences vଵଶ୬ , each with probability 
p ቀvଵଶ୬ ቚuଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, vଵ୬൫i୮หj୮, j൯, uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯, uଶ୬൫m, mᇱหj୮, j, m୮൯ቁ 
= ෑ p ቆvଵଶ౪ቤ
uଵ୮౪൫j୮൯, uଵ౪൫jหj୮൯, vଵ౪൫i୮หj୮, j൯,
uଶ୮౪൫m୮หj୮൯, uଶ౪൫m, mᇱหj୮, j, m୮൯
ቇ
୬
୲ୀଵ
. 
Label them as vଵଶ୬ ൫k୮, kᇱหj୮, j, i୮, m୮, m, mᇱ൯ , where 
k୮ ∈ ሼ1, … , 2୬ୖభాሽ and kᇱ ∈ ൛1, … , 2୬ୖభా
ᇲ ൟ. 
 For each ቆuଵ୮
୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯,
uଶ୬൫m, mᇱหj୮, j, m୮൯
ቇ , generate 
2୬(ୖమమାୖమమᇲ ) n-sequences vଶ୬, each with probability 
p ቀvଶ୬ቚuଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯, uଶ୬൫m, mᇱหj୮, j, m୮൯ቁ 
= ෑ p ቀvଶ౪ቚuଵ୮౪൫j୮൯, uଵ౪൫jหj୮൯, uଶ୮౪൫m୮หj୮൯, uଶ౪൫m, mᇱหj୮, j, m୮൯ቁ
୬
୲ୀଵ
. 
Label them as vଶ୬൫l, lᇱหj୮, j, m୮, m, mᇱ൯ , where l ∈
ሼ1, … , 2୬ୖమమሽ and lᇱ ∈ ൛1, … , 2୬ୖమమᇲ ൟ. 
Here we apply Gel’fand-Pinsker binning and Marton bin-
ning to further construct our codebook. 
 [Gel’fand-Pinsker Binning] 
For fixed ൫j୮, j, i୮, m୮, m൯, let encoder 2 find an mᇱ such 
that 
ቊቆ
uଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, vଵ୬൫i୮หj୮, j൯,
uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯, uଶ୬൫m, mᇱหj୮, j, m୮൯
ቇ ∈ T∈୬ቋ            (III. 5) 
It is proved in lemma 1, provided in Appendix (A), that 
with sufficiently high probability, encoder 2 can find at 
least one such mᇱ provided that 
Rଶ୔ᇱ ≥ A (III. 6)
and n  is sufficiently large. Certainly, this mᇱ  can be as-
signed as a function of ൫j୮, j, i୮, m୮, m൯. We denote this mᇱ 
as m∗ = fୋ୔∗ ൫j୮, j, i୮, m୮, m൯. 
 [Marton Binning] 
For fixed ൫j୮, j, i୮, m୮, m, k୮, l൯ and previously found m∗ , 
let encoder 2 further find a pair (kᇱ, lᇱ) such that 
ە
ۖ
۔
ۖ
ۓ
ۉ
ۈ
ۇ
uଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, vଵ୬൫i୮หj୮, j൯,
uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯, uଶ୬൫m, m∗หj୮, j, m୮൯,
vଵଶ୬ ൫k୮, kᇱหj୮, j, i୮, m୮, m, m∗൯,
vଶ୬൫l, lᇱหj୮, j, m୮, m, m∗൯ ی
ۋ
ۊ ∈ T∈୬
ۙ
ۖ
ۘ
ۖ
ۗ
         (III. 7) 
It is proved in lemma 2, presented in Appendix (B), that 
with sufficiently high probability, encoder 2 can find at 
least one such pair (kᇱ, lᇱ) provided that 
Rଵ୆ᇱ ≥ 0 (III. 8. A)
Rଶଶᇱ ≥ I൫Vଵ; VଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ (III. 8. B)
Rଵ୆ᇱ + Rଶଶᇱ ≥ I൫Vଵ, Vଵଶ; VଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ (III. 8. C)
and n is sufficiently large. Certainly, this pair (kᇱ, lᇱ) can be 
assigned as a function of ൫j୮, j, i୮, m୮, m, k୮, l൯. We denote 
this pair (kᇱ, lᇱ) as (k∗, l∗) = f୑∗ ൫j୮, j, i୮, m୮, m, k୮, l൯. 
Now let us generate the codebooks for sender 1, sender 2 
and destination 2. 
 [Sender 1] 
For each ቀuଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, vଵ୬൫i୮หj୮, j൯ቁ , generate an n-
sequence xଵ୬ with probability 
p ቀxଵ୬ቚuଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, vଵ୬൫i୮หj୮, j൯ቁ 
= ෑ p ቀxଵ౪ቚuଵ୮౪൫j୮൯, uଵ౪൫jหj୮൯, vଵ౪൫i୮หj୮, j൯ቁ
୬
୲ୀଵ
. 
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Label it as xଵ୬൫j୮, j, i୮൯. 
 [Sender 2] 
For each 
ۉ
ۈ
ۇ
uଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, vଵ୬൫i୮หj୮, j൯,
uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯, uଶ୬൫m, m∗หj୮, j, m୮൯,
vଵଶ୬ ൫k୮, k∗หj୮, j, i୮, m୮, m, m∗൯,
vଶ୬൫l, l∗หj୮, j, m୮, m, m∗൯ ی
ۋ
ۊ
, generate an 
n-sequence xଶ୬ with probability 
p
ۉ
ۈ
ۇxଶ୬ተ
ተ
uଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, vଵ୬൫i୮หj୮, j൯,
uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯, uଶ୬൫m, m∗หj୮, j, m୮൯,
vଵଶ୬ ൫k୮, k∗หj୮, j, i୮, m୮, m, m∗൯,
vଶ୬൫l, l∗หj୮, j, m୮, m, m∗൯ ی
ۋ
ۊ 
= ෑ p
ۉ
ۈ
ۇxଶ౪ተ
ተ
uଵ୮౪൫j୮൯, uଵ౪൫jหj୮൯, vଵ౪൫i୮หj୮, j൯,
uଶ୮౪൫m୮หj୮൯, uଶ౪൫m, m∗หj୮, j, m୮൯,
vଵଶ౪൫k୮, k∗หj୮, j, i୮, m୮, m, m∗൯,
vଶ౪൫l, l∗หj୮, j, m୮, m, m∗൯ ی
ۋ
ۊ୬
୲ୀଵ
. 
Label it as xଶ୬൫j୮, j, i୮, m୮, m, k୮, l൯. 
 [Destination 2] 
For each ቀuଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯ቁ , generate 2୬෡ୖ  n-
sequences xଷ୬, each with probability 
p ቀxଷ୬ቚuଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯ቁ 
= ෑ p ቀxଷ౪ቚuଵ୮౪൫j୮൯, uଶ୮౪൫m୮หj୮൯ቁ
୬
୲ୀଵ
. 
Label them as xଷ୬൫z୮หj୮, m୮൯, where z୮ ∈ ൛1, … , 2୬෡ୖൟ. 
Besides, for each ቆ
uଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯,
uଶ୬൫m, m∗หj୮, j, m୮൯, xଷ୬൫z୮หj୮, m୮൯
ቇ , 
generate 2୬෡ୖ  n-sequences yොଶ୬, each with probability 
p ቆyොଶ୬ቤ
uଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯,
uଶ୬൫m, m∗หj୮, j, m୮൯, xଷ୬൫z୮หj୮, m୮൯
ቇ 
= ෑ p ቆyොଶ౪ቤ
uଵ୮౪൫j୮൯, uଵ౪൫jหj୮൯, uଶ୮౪൫m୮หj୮൯,
uଶ౪൫m, m∗หj୮, j, m୮൯, xଷ౪൫z୮หj୮, m୮൯
ቇ
୬
୲ୀଵ
. 
Label them as yොଶ୬൫zหj୮, j, m୮, m, m∗, z୮൯ , where z ∈
൛1, … , 2୬෡ୖൟ. Note that yොଶ୬ represents a quantized version of 
yଶ୬. 
Our codebooks are completely constructed. Now let us 
move our attention to the encoding and transmission 
processes of sender 1, sender 2 and destination 2. 
Encoding and Transmission 
The encoding and transmission processes are performed in 
(B + 2) blocks. Note that destination 2 serves a dual purpose: 
to work as the receiving dual for sender 2 and to participate in 
the communication between the sending and receiving sides 
of PU. Due to this operation, the encoding and decoding 
processes of destination 2 are combined together. It is as-
sumed that prior to the decoding process of block b (Notice 
that decoder 1 performs the backward decoding and starts its 
decoding process only after the entire transmission.): 
 Decoder 1 has available  
ቀj୮
(ୠାଵ), j୮
(ୠାଶ), … , j୮
(୆ାଵ)ቁ, 
ቀi୮
(ୠାଵ), i୮
(ୠାଶ), … , i୮
(୆ାଵ)ቁ 
ቀm୮
(ୠାଵ), m୮
(ୠାଶ), … , m୮
(୆ାଵ)ቁ, 
ቀk୮
(ୠାଵ), k୮
(ୠାଶ), … , k୮
(୆ାଵ)ቁ and 
ቀz୮
(ୠାଵ), z୮
(ୠାଶ), … , z୮
(୆ାଵ)ቁ, where b = B, B − 1, … ,1. 
 Decoder 2 has available  
൫j(ଵ), j(ଶ), … , j(ୠିଵ)൯, 
൫m(ଵ), m(ଶ), … , m(ୠିଵ)൯, 
൫l(ଵ), l(ଶ), … , l(ୠିଵ)൯ and 
൫z(ଵ), z(ଶ), … , z(ୠିଵ)൯, where b = 2,3, … , B − 1, B. 
Sender 1, sender 2 and destination 2 send the following se-
quences of codewords in each block b, b = 1, … , B + 2: 
 b = 1, 
Sender 1: 
xଵ୬ ቀj୮
(ଵ) = 1, j(ଵ), i୮
(ଵ) = 1ቁ. 
Sender 2:  
xଶ୬ ቀj୮
(ଵ) = 1, j(ଵ), i୮
(ଵ) = 1, m୮
(ଵ) = 1, m(ଵ), k୮
(ଵ) = 1, l(ଵ)ቁ. 
Destination 2:  
xଷ୬(1|1,1). 
 b = 2, … , B, 
Sender 1:  
xଵ୬ ቀj୮
(ୠ), j(ୠ), i୮
(ୠ)ቁ. 
Sender 2:  
xଶ୬ ቀj୮
(ୠ), j(ୠ), i୮
(ୠ), m୮
(ୠ), m(ୠ), k୮
(ୠ), l(ୠ)ቁ. 
Destination 2:  
xଷ୬ ቀz୮
(ୠ)ቚj୮
(ୠ), m୮
(ୠ)ቁ. 
 b = B + 1, 
Sender 1:  
xଵ୬ ቀj୮
(୆ାଵ), 1, i୮
(୆ାଵ)ቁ. 
Sender 2:  
xଶ୬ ቀj୮
(୆ାଵ), 1, i୮
(୆ାଵ), m୮
(୆ାଵ), 1, k୮
(୆ାଵ), 1ቁ. 
Destination 2:  
xଷ୬ ቀz୮
(୆ାଵ)ቚj୮
(୆ାଵ), m୮
(୆ାଵ)ቁ. 
 b = B + 2, 
Sender 1:  
xଵ୬(1,1,1). 
Sender 2:  
xଶ୬(1,1,1,1,1,1,1). 
Destination 2:  
xଷ୬ ቀz୮
(୆ାଶ)ቚ1,1ቁ. 
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(The above is presented schematically in the third row of Ta-
ble I.) 
Decoding 
[The Decoding Process of Decoder 1] 
Decoder 1 employs the backward decoding and starts the 
decoding process only after receiving block (B + 2). In addi-
tion, the decoding process is divided into two steps: 
 The First Decoding Step: 
As can be observed in the last column of Table I, in or-
der to perform the backward decoding from block (B + 2), 
an initial condition for z୮
(୆ାଶ) is necessary. In this step, we 
employ the approach in [18] to provide a proper initiation: 
For each xଷ୬ ቀz୮
(୆ାଶ)ቚ1,1ቁ, where z୮
(୆ାଶ) ∈ ൛1, … , 2୬෡ୖൟ, gen-
erate an n-sequence yଶ୬ with probability 
p ൬yଶ୬ฬxଵ୬(1,1,1), xଶ୬(1,1,1,1,1,1,1), xଷ୬ ቀz୮
(୆ାଶ)ቚ1,1ቁ൰ 
= ෑ p ൬yଶ౪ฬxଵ౪(1,1,1), xଶ౪(1,1,1,1,1,1,1), xଷ౪ ቀz୮
(୆ାଶ)ቚ1,1ቁ൰
୬
୲ୀଵ
. 
Next, choose a z∗ ∈ ൛1, … , 2୬෡ୖൟ such that 
ۖە
۔
ۖۓ
ۉ
ۈ
ۇ
uଵ୮୬ (1), uଵ୬(1|1), uଶ୮୬ (1|1),
uଶ୬ ቀ1, m∗
(ాశమ)ቚ1,1,1ቁ , xଷ୬ ቀz୮
(୆ାଶ)ቚ1,1ቁ ,
yොଶ୬ ቀz∗ቚ1,1,1,1, m∗
(ాశమ) , z୮
(୆ାଶ)ቁ , yଶ୬ ی
ۋ
ۊ ∈ T∈୬
ۙۖ
ۘ
ۖۗ
      (III. 9) 
(Notice that m∗(ాశమ)  can be determined since m∗(ాశమ) =
fୋ୔∗ ቀj୮
(୆ାଶ), j(୆ାଶ), i୮
(୆ାଶ), m୮
(୆ାଶ), m(୆ାଶ)ቁ, and all the indices 
are set to be equal to 1 in block (B + 2) (see Table I).) 
Then, swap the labeling of 
yොଶ୬ ቀz∗ቚ1,1,1,1, m∗
(ాశమ) , z୮
(୆ାଶ)ቁ 
and 
yොଶ୬ ቀ1ቚ1,1,1,1, m∗
(ాశమ) , z୮
(୆ାଶ)ቁ 
if one such z∗ exists, and do nothing if no such z∗ is found. 
Following the similar argument as the proof of lemma 1, 
we can prove that such a z∗  will exist with sufficiently 
high probability if 
R෡ ≥ C                                          (III. 10) 
and n is sufficiently large. 
 The Second Decoding Step: 
After the first step, decoder 1 has a proper initiation for 
the backward decoding and starts the decoding process 
from block (B + 1) backward to block B, and so on. It is 
assumed that decoder 1 knows  ൫j(ୠ)൯ = ቀj୮
(ୠାଵ)ቁ, ൫m(ୠ)൯ =
ቀm୮
(ୠାଵ)ቁ and ൫z(ୠ)൯ = ቀz୮
(ୠାଵ)ቁ from block (b + 1) and then 
considers block b, b = B, (B − 1), … , 2: 
Based on the received sequence yଵ୬
(ౘ)  where the super-
script “(b)” notes that the observation is obtained from 
block b , decoder 1 chooses a tuple 
ቀȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) , ı୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) , mෝ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) , mෝ ୈଵᇱ
(ౘ), k෠ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) , k෠ ୈଵᇱ
(ౘ)ቁ such that 
ە
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
۔
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ۓ
ۉ
ۈ
ۈ
ۈ
ۈ
ۈ
ۈ
ۈ
ۈ
ۈ
ۇ
uଵ୮୬ ቀȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) ቁ , uଵ୬ ቀj(ୠ)ቚȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) ቁ ,
vଵ୬ ቀı୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) ቚȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) , j(ୠ)ቁ , uଶ୮୬ ቀmෝ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) ቚȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) ቁ ,
uଶ୬ ቀm(ୠ), mෝ ୈଵᇱ
(ౘ)ቚȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) , j(ୠ), mෝ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) ቁ ,
xଷ୬ ቀzො୮ీభ
(ୠ) ቚȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) , mෝ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) ቁ ,
vଵଶ୬ ൭k෠ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) , k෠ ୈଵᇱ
(ౘ)อ
ȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) , j(ୠ), ı୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) ,
mෝ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) , m(ୠ), mෝ ୈଵᇱ
(ౘ)൱ ,
yଵ୬
(ౘ) , yොଶ୬ ൭z(ୠ)อ
ȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) , j(ୠ), mෝ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) ,
m(ୠ), mෝ ୈଵᇱ
(ౘ) , zො୮ీభ
(ୠ) ൱ ی
ۋ
ۋ
ۋ
ۋ
ۋ
ۋ
ۋ
ۋ
ۋ
ۊ
∈ T∈୬
ۙ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ۘ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ۗ
      (III. 11) 
If there is more than one such tuple, decoder 1 chooses 
one and declares ቀȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) , ıୈ̂ଵ
(ୠ), mෝ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) , mෝ ୈଵᇱ
(ౘ) , k෠ ୈଵ
(ୠ), k෠ ୈଵᇱ
(ౘ)ቁ  was sent. 
Otherwise, a decoding error is committed. It is proved in 
Appendix (C) that  
ቀȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) , ı୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) , mෝ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) , mෝ ୈଵᇱ
(ౘ), k෠ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) , k෠ ୈଵᇱ
(ౘ)ቁ 
(III. 12)
≠ ቀj୮
(ୠ), i୮
(ୠ), m୮
(ୠ), m∗(ౘ) , k୮
(ୠ), k∗(ౘ)ቁ 
with arbitrarily small probability provided that 
Rଵ୮ + Rଵଵ + Lଶ୔ + R෡ + Lଵ୆ ≤ A + B + D (III. 13. A)
Rଵଵ + Lଶ୔ + R෡ + Lଵ୆ ≤ A + B + E (III. 13. B)
Rଵଵ + R෡ + Lଵ୆ ≤ A + B + F (III. 13. C)
Rଵଵ + Lଵ୆ ≤ A + G (III. 13. D)
Lଶ୔ + R෡ + Lଵ୆ ≤ A + B + H (III. 13. E)
R෡ + Lଵ୆ ≤ B + I (III. 13. F)
R෡ ≤ I൫Yଵ; Xଷ|Uଵ୮, Uଵ, Vଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Vଵଶ൯ + B (III. 13. G)
Lଵ୆ ≤ J (III. 13. H)
and n is sufficiently large. 
[The Decoding Process of Decoder 2] 
After the transmission of block b, b = 1, 2, … , (B + 2), desti-
nation 2 receives yଶ୬
(ౘ). The decoding process is divided into 
two steps as the following: 
 The First Decoding Step:  
It is assumed that decoder 2 knows ቀj୮
(ୠ)ቁ = ൫j(ୠିଵ)൯ , 
ቀm୮
(ୠ)ቁ = ൫m(ୠିଵ)൯ and ቀz୮
(ୠ)ቁ = ൫z(ୠିଵ)൯ by decoding block 
(b − 1) . According to the observation yଶ୬
(ౘ) , decoder 2 
chooses a tuple ቀȷୈ̂ଶ
(ୠ), mෝ ୈଶ
(ୠ), mෝ ୈଶᇱ
(ౘ) , lመୈଶ
(ୠ), lመୈଶᇱ
(ౘ)ቁ such that 
ە
ۖۖ
۔
ۖۖ
ۓ
ۉ
ۈۈ
ۈ
ۇ
uଵ୮୬ ቀj୮
(ୠ)ቁ , uଵ୬ ቀȷୈ̂ଶ
(ୠ)ቚj୮
(ୠ)ቁ , uଶ୮୬ ቀm୮
(ୠ)ቚj୮
(ୠ)ቁ ,
uଶ୬ ቀmෝ ୈଶ
(ୠ), mෝ ୈଶᇱ
(ౘ)ቚj୮
(ୠ), ȷୈ̂ଶ
(ୠ), m୮
(ୠ)ቁ ,
vଶ୬ ቀlመୈଶ
(ୠ), lመୈଶᇱ
(ౘ)ቚj୮
(ୠ), ȷୈ̂ଶ
(ୠ), m୮
(ୠ), mෝ ୈଶ
(ୠ), mෝ ୈଶᇱ
(ౘ)ቁ
, xଷ୬ ቀz୮
(ୠ)ቚj୮
(ୠ), m୮
(ୠ)ቁ , yଶ୬
(ౘ)
ی
ۋۋ
ۋ
ۊ
∈ T∈୬
ۙ
ۖۖ
ۘ
ۖۖ
ۗ
      (III. 14) 
If there is more than one such tuple, decoder 2 chooses 
one and declares ቀȷୈ̂ଶ
(ୠ), mෝ ୈଶ
(ୠ), mෝ ୈଶᇱ
(ౘ) , lመୈଶ
(ୠ), lመୈଶᇱ
(ౘ)ቁ was sent. Other-
wise, a decoding error is committed. It is proved in Ap-
pendix (C) that 
ቀȷୈ̂ଶ
(ୠ), mෝ ୈଶ
(ୠ), mෝ ୈଶᇱ
(ౘ) , lመୈଶ
(ୠ), lመୈଶᇱ
(ౘ)ቁ ≠ ቀj(ୠ), m(ୠ), m∗(ౘ) , l(ୠ), l∗(ౘ)ቁ   (III. 15) 
with arbitrarily small probability of error provided that 
Rଵ୔ + Lଶ୔ + Lଶଶ ≤ K (III. 16. A)
Lଶ୔ + Lଶଶ ≤ L (III. 16. B)
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Lଶଶ ≤ M (III. 16. C)
and n is sufficiently large. 
 The Second Decoding Step:  
After the first step, ൫j(ୠ), m(ୠ)൯ is known to decoder 2. 
Furthermore, decoder 2 chooses a zොୈଶ
(ୠ) such that 
ە
ۖ
ۖ
۔
ۖ
ۖ
ۓ
ۉ
ۈ
ۈ
ۈ
ۈ
ۇ
uଵ୮୬ ቀj୮
(ୠ)ቁ , uଵ୬ ቀj(ୠ)ቚj୮
(ୠ)ቁ , uଶ୮୬ ቀm୮
(ୠ)ቚj୮
(ୠ)ቁ ,
uଶ୬ ቀm(ୠ), m∗
(ౘ)ቚj୮
(ୠ), j(ୠ), m୮
(ୠ)ቁ ,
xଷ୬ ቀz୮
(ୠ)|j୮
(ୠ), m୮
(ୠ)ቁ ,
yොଶ୬ ൭zොୈଶ
(ୠ)อ
j୮
(ୠ), j(ୠ), m୮
(ୠ),
m(ୠ), m∗(ౘ) , z୮
(ୠ)൱ , yଶ
୬(ౘ)
ی
ۋ
ۋ
ۋ
ۋ
ۊ
∈ T∈୬
ۙ
ۖ
ۖ
ۘ
ۖ
ۖ
ۗ
   (III. 17) 
There will exist such a zොୈଶ
(ୠ) with sufficiently high proba-
bility if (III. 10) is satisfied, and  n goes to infinity. Then 
decoder 2 sets z୮
(ୠାଵ) = z(ୠ) = zොୈଶ
(ୠ)  and transmits 
xଷ୬ ቀz୮
(ୠାଵ)ቚj୮
(ୠାଵ), m୔
(ୠାଵ)ቁ in block (b + 1). 
Then we apply Fourier-Motzkin elimination [1, pp. 155–
156] to eliminate R෡, and, after a few steps of manipulations, 
our region can be obtained. 
Probability of Error Analysis 
This part is provided in Appendix (C). 
■ 
Remark 1: Note that the achievable rate region defined by 
R is convex. Henceforth, no convex hull operation or time-
sharing is necessary. The proof of the convexity follows the 
steps in [9, Appendix A] and, therefore, is omitted here. 
Remark 2: While the unidirectional destination cooperation 
strategy presented in [42, Theorem 1] only allows destination 
2 to forward the public sub-message of PU, Wଵ୔, in this work, 
destination 2 is able to forward the public sub-message of 
CU,  Wଵ୔ , on also. This additional cooperation modality is 
actually an application of IFT.  
Here we discuss how our coding scheme performs the in-
terference mitigation via the unidirectional destination coop-
eration. A special communication setting, depicted in Fig. 2, 
is used to illustrate our point: 
As shown in Fig. 2, destination 1 consists of two compo-
nent receivers. Notice that the channel link from destination 2 
to destination 1 is orthogonal to the rest. Therefore, this chan-
nel can be mathematically described as 
Yଵ
(ଵ) = Xଵ + ඥcଶଵXଶ + Zଵ
(ଵ) 
(III. 18)Yଵ
(ଶ) = Xଷ + Zଵ
(ଶ) 
Yଶ = Xଶ + ඥcଵଶXଵ + Zଶ 
where X୧  is the channel input, i = 1,2,3, Zଵ
(ଵ) , Zଵ
(ଶ)  and Zଶ  de-
note the independently additive Gaussian noises, Yଵ
(ଵ), Yଵ
(ଶ) and 
Yଶ  denote the channel outputs at the two destinations, and 
√cଵଶ and √cଶଵ are the normalized link gains.  
For this setting, the secondary destination would forward 
on part of CU’s message to alleviate the interference caused 
by the transmission of sender 2. In particular, if the power of 
the noise Zଵ
(ଶ) is low enough5, the secondary destination would 
be able to facilitate the second receiver of destination 1 to 
decode and understand the complete information about the 
message  wଶ . Hence, the destination of PU would further 
know the transmitted symbols of sender 2 by the codebook of 
CU (i.e., xଶ୬(wଶ)), subtract √cଶଵ × xଶ୬(wଶ)  from yଵ
(ଵ)౤  and de-
code wଵ at last. In this manner, CU can communicate without 
degrading the achievable rate of PU. More interestingly, by 
combing the idea above with GP precoding, the interferences 
caused at both the destinations can be alleviated, which is 
impossible to attain by the strategy of [42, Theorem 1]. 
IV. AN OUTER BOUND AND A CAPACITY RESULT FOR THE 
DISCRETE MEMORYLESS COGNITIVE INTERFERENCE CHANNEL 
WITH UNIDIRECTIONAL DESTINATION COOPERATION 
In this section, we further derive another inner bound and 
an outer bound for the DM-CIFC-UDC. In general, the two 
bounds do not meet with each other. But for a class of the 
DM-CIFC-UDCs, the two bounds are shown to coincide with 
each other, leading to the capacity result for this special class. 
At first, we derive the following outer bound. 
Theorem 2: If (Rଵ, Rଶ) lies in the capacity region for the 
DM-CIFC-UDC, 
Rଵ ≤ I(Yଵ; Xଵ, Xଶ, Xଷ) (IV. 1. A)
Rଶ ≤ I(Yଶ; Xଶ|Xଵ, Xଷ) (IV. 1. B)
Rଵ + Rଶ ≤ I(Yଵ, Yଶ; Xଵ, Xଶ|Xଷ) (IV. 1. C)
taken over the union of all joint distributions 
p(xଵ, xଶ, xଷ, yଵ, yଶ). 
Proof: The proof of this theorem is provided in Appendix 
(D). 
■ 
C = min(Cଵ, Cଶ) 
      5As is observed in (III. 31), sender 2, destination 2 and the second receiver
of destination 1 form a physically degraded relay channel whose capacity
coincides with the cut-set bound [2, Chapter 15]. We use the figure below to
state this fact. (Sଶ denotes sender 2, and D୧ denotes destination i, i = 1,2.) 
 
Thus if the power of the noise Zଵ
(ଶ) is small enough to let Cଵ to be the bottle-
neck (i.e., Cଵ ≤ Cଶ), the secondary destination would be able to inform desti-
nation 1 everything “it knows”.  
Fig. 2.  A special case of the Gaussian CIFC-UDCs. 
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The capacity for the DM-CIFC-UDC has been an open 
problem since its inception. Here we focus on a class of the 
DM-CIFC-UDCs, the DM-Z-CIFC-UDC, whose outer bound 
derived in theorem 2 is shown to be achievable.  
Definition 5: The DM-Z-CIFC-UDC is described by a tuple 
(X1, X2, X3, Y1, Y2, p(yଵ|xଵ, xଷ) × p(yଶ|xଵ, xଶ, xଷ) ), where 
p(yଵ|xଵ, xଷ) and p(yଶ|xଵ, xଶ, xଷ) denote the transition probabili-
ties (see Fig. 3). 
Furthermore, we specialize our coding scheme in theorem 1 
by setting Vଵ , Uଶ୮ , Uଶ , Vଵଶ  and Y෡ଶ  as ∅  and letting Xଵ = Uଵ  , 
Xଶ = Vଶ, Xଷ = Uଵ୮, Rଵ = Rଵ୔ and Rଶ = Rଶଶ. That is to say, nei-
ther sender 1 nor sender 2 performs rate-splitting. However, 
the message sent from sender 1 is public while the message 
sent from sender 2 is private. Moreover, we assume the de-
gradedness condition holds: 
Assumption: 
p(yଵ|yଶ, xଵ, xଶ, xଷ) = p(yଵ|yଶ, xଷ)                   (IV. 2) 
(i.e., (Xଵ, Xଶ) − (Yଶ, Xଷ) − Yଵ) 
Corollary 1: Pa denotes the set of all joint probability dis-
tributions 
p(xଵ, xଶ, xଷ, yଵ, yଶ)                                (IV. 3. A) 
Let Ra(p) be the set of all nonnegative rate pairs (Rଵ, Rଶ) 
such that the following inequalities hold: 
Rଵ ≤ I(Yଵ; Xଵ, Xଷ) (IV. 3. B)
Rଶ ≤ I(Yଶ; Xଶ|Xଵ, Xଷ) (IV. 3. C)
Rଵ + Rଶ ≤ I(Yଶ; Xଵ, Xଶ|Xଷ) (IV. 3. D)
Then the region Ra = ∪ p(.) œ Pa  Ra(p) is an achievable rate re-
gion for the DM-CIFC-UDC. 
Theorem 3: The capacity region for the DM-Z-CIFC-UDC 
with the degradedness condition defined in (IV. 2) is given by 
corollary 1. 
Proof: In the DM-Z-CIFC-UDC, the following Markov 
chain holds:  
Xଶ − (Xଵ, Xଷ) − Yଵ                             (IV. 4) 
Thus, the right hand side of the inequality, I(Yଵ; Xଵ, Xଶ, Xଷ), 
in (IV. 1. A) can be rewritten as I(Yଵ; Xଵ, Xଷ). For (IV. 1. C),  
Rଵ + Rଶ ≤ I(Yଵ, Yଶ; Xଵ, Xଶ|Xଷ) 
= I(Yଶ; Xଵ, Xଶ|Xଷ) + I(Yଵ; Xଵ, Xଶ|Yଶ, Xଷ)                                       (IV. 5) 
The second term in (IV. 5) is zero due to (IV. 2). Hence, the 
inner and outer bounds coincide with each other, and the ca-
pacity result for this class is obtained. 
■ 
V. COMPARISON WITH OTHER EXISTING ACHIEVABLE 
RATE REGIONS 
In this section, we show that our achievable rate region de-
rived in theorem 1 subsumes: 
 Chu’s achievable rate region for the DM-CIFC-UDC [42, 
Theorem 1], denoted as Rc. 
 The largest known achievable rate region, by Rini et al., 
for the CIFC [47, Theorem V.1], denoted as  RRTD. 
 The largest known achievable rate region, by Bross, for 
the partially cooperative relay broadcast channel [38, 
Theorem 2], denoted as RB. Besides, a potentially larger 
region is derived. 
 Marton region [4, Theorem 2]. 
 The largest known achievable rate for the relay channel, 
CMG rate [15]. 
A. Chu’s region for the CIFC-UDC 
Chu’s region is derived by a combination of Gel’fand-
Pinsker binning and decode-and-forward relaying strategy 
which is also integrated into our coding scheme. Notice that 
the right hand sides of the inequalities (4) and (6) in [42] are 
incorrect and should be replaced by I(S; W, Yଵ|V, T, Q)  and 
I(T, W, V, S; Yଵ|Q) respectively. 
To prove the inclusion, firstly we utilize theorem 1 to pro-
vide a region Rsub  R and prove that Rsub subsumes Rc.  
Corollary 2: Theorem 1 includes Rc. 
Proof: According to theorem 1, by setting Uଶ୮, Vଵଶ  and Y෡ଶ 
as ∅, Uଵ୮ to be equal to Xଷ and Vଵ to be equal to Xଵ, the follow-
ing region Rsub is certainly achievable: 
Rଵ୮ + Rଵଵ + Rଶ୔ ≤ I(Yଵ; Xଷ, Uଵ, Xଵ, Uଶ) (V. 1. A)
Rଵଵ + Rଶ୔ ≤ I(Yଵ; Xଵ, Uଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ) (V. 1. B)
Rଶ୔ ≤ I(Yଵ; Uଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ, Xଵ) (V. 1. C)
Rଵଵ ≤ I(Yଵ, Uଶ; Xଵ|Xଷ, Uଵ) (V. 1. D)
Rଵ୔ + Rଶ୔ + Rଶଶ ≤ I(Yଶ; Uଵ, Uଶ, Vଶ|Xଷ) (V. 1. E) − I(Xଵ; Uଶ, Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ) 
Rଶ୔ + Rଶଶ ≤ I(Yଶ; Uଶ, Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ) (V. 1. F) − I(Xଵ; Uଶ, Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ) 
Rଶଶ ≤ I(Yଶ; Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ, Uଶ) (V. 1. G) − I(Xଵ; Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ, Uଶ) 
taken over the union of all distributions  
p(xଷ)p(uଵ|xଷ)p(xଵ|xଷ, uଵ)p(uଶ|xଷ, uଵ, xଵ)
(V. 1. H)× p(vଶ|xଷ, uଵ, xଵ)p(xଶ|xଷ, uଵ, xଵ, uଶ, vଶ)
× p(yଵ, yଶ|xଵ, xଶ, xଷ) 
■ 
Notice that with this particular factorization, Uଶ −
(Xଷ, Uଵ, Xଵ) − Vଶ forms a Markov chain. Thus,  
I(Xଵ; Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ, Uଶ) = I(Xଵ; Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ) − I(Uଶ; Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ)         (V. 2) 
and 
Fig. 3.  The DM-Z-CIFC-UDC. 
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I(Xଵ; Uଶ, Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ) = I(Xଵ; Uଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ) + I(Xଵ; Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ) 
−I(Uଶ; Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ)                                      (V. 3) 
By substituting (V. 2)  for I(Xଵ; Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ, Uଶ)  in (V. 1. G) , 
(V. 3) for I(Xଵ; Uଶ, Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ) in (V. 1. E) and (V. 1. F), and, with 
some manipulations, (V. 1. A) − (V. 1. G) can be rewritten as 
Rଵ୮ + Rଵଵ + Rଶ୔ ≤ I(Yଵ; Xଷ, Uଵ, Xଵ, Uଶ)                        (V. 4. A) 
Rଵଵ + Rଶ୔ ≤ I(Yଵ, Uଶ; Xଵ|Xଷ, Uଵ) + I(Yଵ; Uଶ|Xଷ)            
−I(Uଵ, Xଵ; Uଶ|Xଷ) + I(Uଵ; Uଶ|Xଷ, Yଵ)              (V. 4. B) 
Rଶ୔ ≤ I(Yଵ, Uଵ, Xଵ; Uଶ|Xଷ) − I(Uଵ, Xଵ; Uଶ|Xଷ)       (V. 4. C) 
Rଵଵ ≤ I(Yଵ, Uଶ; Xଵ|Xଷ, Uଵ)                       (V. 4. D) 
Rଵ୔ + Rଶ୔ + Rଶଶ ≤ I(Yଶ; Uଵ, Uଶ, Vଶ|Xଷ) + I(Uଶ; Vଶ|Xଷ)           
+I(Uଵ; Uଶ, Vଶ|Xଷ) − I(Uଵ, Xଵ; Vଶ|Xଷ) − I(Uଵ, Xଵ; Uଶ|Xଷ) (V. 4. E) 
Rଶ୔ + Rଶଶ ≤ I(Yଶ; Uଶ, Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ) − I(Xଵ; Uଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ)    
−I(Xଵ; Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ) + I(Uଶ; Vଶ|Xଷ, Uଵ)              (V. 4. F) 
Rଶଶ ≤ I(Yଶ, Uଵ, Uଶ; Vଶ|Xଷ) − I(Uଵ, Xଵ; Vଶ|Xଷ)      (V. 4. G) 
taken over the union of all distributions  
p(xଷ)p(uଵ|xଷ)p(xଵ|xଷ, uଵ)p(uଶ|xଷ, uଵ, xଵ) 
(V. 4. H)× p(vଶ|xଷ, uଵ, xଵ)p(xଶ|xଷ, uଵ, xଵ, uଶ, vଶ) 
× p(yଵ, yଶ|xଵ, xଶ, xଷ) 
Then let us modify Rc. Firstly, since T is decoded at both 
the decoders, the time sharing random Q can be incorporated 
with T . Hence, the time-sharing random variable Q  can be 
dropped. In addition, following the argument of [11, Appen-
dix D], we can show that, without loss of generality, we can 
set Xଵ  and Xଷ  to be the deterministic functions (i.e., Xଵ  as a 
function of (T, V, S)  and Xଷ  as a function of (T)) and insert 
them into the mutual information. With these considerations, 
we can express Rc as: 
Rଵୖ + Rଵଵ + Rଶ୔ ≤ I(T, Xଷ, W, V, S, Xଵ; Yଵ)                    (V. 5. A) 
Rଵଵ + Rଶ୔ ≤ I(S, Xଵ; W, Yଵ|V, T, Xଷ) + I(W; Yଵ|T, Xଷ) 
−I(V, S, Xଵ; W|T, Xଷ)               (V. 5. B) 
Rଵଵ ≤ I(S, Xଵ; W, Yଵ|V, T, Xଷ)                 (V. 5. C) 
Rଶ୔ ≤ I(W; Yଵ|T, Xଷ) − I(V, S, Xଵ; W|T, Xଷ)      (V. 5. D) 
Rଵୖ + Rଶଶ + Rଶ୔ ≤ I(V, U, W; Yଶ|T, Xଷ) + I(V; U, W|T, Xଷ)    
+I(W; U|T, Xଷ) − I(V, S, Xଵ; U|T, Xଷ) − I(V, S, Xଵ; W|T, Xଷ) (V. 5. E) 
Rଵୖ + Rଶଶ ≤ I(V, U; W, Yଶ|T, Xଷ) + I(U; V|T, Xଷ)          
−I(V, S, Xଵ; U|T, Xଷ)                        (V. 5. F) 
Rଵୖ + Rଶ୔ ≤ I(V, W; U, Yଶ|T, Xଷ) + I(W; V|T, Xଷ)         
−I(V, S, Xଵ; W|T, Xଷ)                       (V. 5. G) 
Rଶଶ + Rଶ୔ ≤ I(U, W; V, Yଶ|T, Xଷ) + I(U; W|T, Xଷ)         
−I(V, S, Xଵ; U|T, Xଷ) − I(V, S, Xଵ; W|T, Xଷ)      (V. 5. H) 
Rଵୖ ≤ I(V; U, W, Yଶ|T, Xଷ)                        (V. 5. I) 
Rଶଶ ≤ I(U; V, W, Yଶ|T, Xଷ) − I(V, S, Xଵ; U|T, Xଷ)      (V. 5. J) 
Rଶ୔ ≤ I(W; V, U, Yଶ|T, Xଷ) − I(V, S, Xଵ; W|T, Xଷ)    (V. 5. K) 
taken over the union of all distributions 
p(t, xଷ)p(v|t, xଷ)p(s|t, xଷ, v)p(xଵ|t, xଷ, v, s) 
(V. 5. L)× p(w|t, xଷ, v, s, xଵ)p(u|t, xଷ, v, s, xଵ) 
× p(xଶ|t, xଷ, v, s, xଵ, w, u)p(yଵ, yଶ|s, xଵ, xଶ, t, xଷ)
Notice that (V. 5. B) is obtained simply by adding (4) and 
(5) together in [42]. Trivially, this operation has no impact on 
the region but makes our proof much easier. In addition, one 
random variable can be eliminated by noticing (V. 5. L) 
p(t, xଷ)p(v|t, xଷ)p(s|t, xଷ, v)p(xଵ|t, xଷ, v, s)p(w|t, xଷ, v, s, xଵ) 
× p(u|t, xଷ, v, s, xଵ)p(xଶ|t, xଷ, v, s, xଵ, w, u)p(yଵ, yଶ|s, xଵ, xଶ, t, xଷ) 
= p(t, xଷ)p(v|t, xଷ)p(s, xଵ|t, xଷ, v)p(w|t, xଷ, v, s, xଵ) 
× p(u|t, xଷ, v, s, xଵ)p(xଶ|t, xଷ, v, s, xଵ, w, u)p(yଵ, yଶ|s, xଵ, xଶ, t, xଷ) 
× p(yଵ, yଶ|s, xଵ, xଶ, t, xଷ)                                                                      (V. 6) 
and setting ሾS, Xଵሿ = Sᇱ and ሾT, Xଷሿ = Tᇱ, we obtain the region 
Rଵୖ + Rଵଵ + Rଶ୔ ≤ I(Tᇱ, W, V, Sᇱ; Yଵ)                                       (V. 7. A) 
Rଵଵ + Rଶ୔ ≤ I(Sᇱ; W, Yଵ|V, Tᇱ) + I(W; Yଵ|Tᇱ)                             
−I(V, Sᇱ; W|Tᇱ)                                       (V. 7. B) 
Rଵଵ ≤ I(Sᇱ; W, Yଵ|V, Tᇱ)                                       (V. 7. C) 
Rଶ୔ ≤ I(W; Yଵ|Tᇱ) − I(V, Sᇱ; W|Tᇱ)                  (V. 7. D) 
Rଵୖ + Rଶଶ + Rଶ୔ ≤ I(V, U, W; Yଶ|Tᇱ) + I(V; U, W|Tᇱ) + I(W; U|Tᇱ) 
−I(V, Sᇱ; U|Tᇱ) − I(V, Sᇱ; W|Tᇱ)            (V. 7. E) 
Rଵୖ + Rଶଶ ≤ I(V, U; W, Yଶ|Tᇱ) + I(U; V|Tᇱ) − I(V, Sᇱ; U|Tᇱ) (V. 7. F) 
Rଵୖ + Rଶ୔ ≤ I(V, W; U, Yଶ|Tᇱ)                                                        
+I(W; V|Tᇱ) − I(V, Sᇱ; W|Tᇱ)               (V. 7. G) 
Rଶଶ + Rଶ୔ ≤ I(U, W; V, Yଶ|Tᇱ) + I(U; W|Tᇱ)                              
−I(V, Sᇱ; U|Tᇱ) − I(V, Sᇱ; W|Tᇱ)           (V. 7. H) 
Rଵୖ ≤ I(V; U, W, Yଶ|Tᇱ)                                        (V. 7. I) 
Rଶଶ ≤ I(U; V, W, Yଶ|Tᇱ) − I(V, Sᇱ; U|Tᇱ)           (V. 7. J) 
Rଶ୔ ≤ I(W; V, U, Yଶ|Tᇱ) − I(V, Sᇱ; W|Tᇱ)         (V. 7. K) 
taken over the union of all distributions 
p(tᇱ)p(v|tᇱ)p(sᇱ|v, tᇱ)p(w|sᇱ, v, tᇱ)p(u|sᇱ, v, tᇱ) 
× p(xଶ|u, w, sᇱ, v, tᇱ)p(yଵ, yଶ|sᇱ, xଶ, tᇱ)            (V. 7. L) 
Lastly, by comparing (V. 4) with (V. 7) term by term, it is 
not difficult to observe that (V. 7) introduces more rate con-
straints than (V. 4). Hence, the inclusion follows.  
■ 
B. Rini et al.,’s region for the CIFC 
From an information-theoretic perspective, the CIFC-UDC 
includes the CIFC as a special case. More specifically, by 
disabling the destination cooperation, the CIFC-UDC is 
equivalent to the CIFC in all aspects. Hence, theorem 1 can be 
utilized to derive an achievable rate region for the CIFC. 
More importantly, in this part, we show that our region sub-
sumes the largest known achievable rate region for the CIFC, 
RRTD. 
Corollary 3: Theorem 1 includes RRTD. 
Proof: by setting the random variables associated with the 
unidirectional destination cooperation in theorem 1, Uଵ୮, Uଶ୮, 
Xଷ  and Y෡ଶ  as ∅, our theorem is equivalent to RRTD, and the 
inclusion follows. 
■ 
C. Bross’ region for the partially cooperative relay broad-
cast channel and Marton region 
At first, an achievable rate region for the PCRBC, RPCRBC, 
is derived from and subsumed by theorem 1. Then, we dem-
onstrate that this region RPCRBC is potentially larger than RB by 
proving the inclusion RB  RPCRBC. As a result, the inclusion 
of Marton region follows (see Remark 2 in [31]). 
Corollary 4: Pb denotes the set of all joint probability dis-
tributions 
p൫uଶ୮, uଶ, vଵଶ, vଶ, xଶ൯p൫xଷหuଶ୮൯ (V. 8. A)× p(yଵ, yଶ|xଵ, xଶ, xଷ)p൫yොଶหuଶ୮, uଶ, xଷ, yଶ൯ 
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Let Rb (p)  be the set of all nonnegative rate triple 
(Rଶ୔, Rଶଶ, Rଵ୆) such that the following constraints hold: 
Rଵ୆ᇱ + Rଶଶᇱ ≥ I൫Vଵଶ; VଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ൯                 (V. 8. B) 
Rଶ୔ + (Rଵ୆ + Rଵ୆ᇱ ) ≤ I൫Y෡ଶ; Vଵଶ, YଵหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯                     
−I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ + I൫Yଵ; Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Vଵଶ, Xଷ൯     (V. 8. C) 
(Rଵ୆ + Rଵ୆ᇱ ) ≤ min
ۉ
ۈۈ
ۇ
ቀI൫Yଵ, Y෡ଶ; VଵଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ቁ ,
൮
I൫Yଵ; Vଵଶ, XଷหUଶ୮, Uଶ൯
+I൫Y෡ଶ; Vଵଶ, YଵหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯
−I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯
൲
ی
ۋۋ
ۊ
  (V. 8. D) 
Rଶ୔ + (Rଶଶ + Rଶଶᇱ ) ≤ I൫Yଶ; Uଶ, VଶหUଶ୮, Xଷ൯                       (V. 8. E) 
(Rଶଶ + Rଶଶᇱ ) ≤ I൫Yଶ; VଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯                       (V. 8. F) 
I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ ≤ I൫Yଵ; Xଷ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Vଵଶ൯                                     
+I൫Y෡ଶ; Vଵଶ, YଵหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯        (V. 8. G) 
Then the region RPCRBC = ∪  p(.) œ Pb  Rb(p) is an achievable 
rate region for the discrete memoryless PCRBC. 
Proof: By setting Uଵ୮, Uଵ, Vଵ and Xଵ as ∅ in theorem 1, this 
corollary is proved.  
■ 
It remains difficult to compare (V. 8) with RB. At first, we 
shrink this region RPCRBC by replacing  (V. 8. G) with a tighter 
bound: 
Corollary 5: RB  RPCRBC  R. 
Proof: The left hand side of the inequality in  (V. 8. G): 
I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ 
= I൫Yଵ, Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ 
= I൫Yଵ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ + I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Yଵ൯                       (V. 9) 
where the first equality follows from the Markov chain, 
Yଵ– ൫Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Yଶ൯ − Y෡ଶ                               (V. 10) 
For the terms on the right hand side of the inequality in 
 (V. 8. G): 
I൫Yଵ; Xଷ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Vଵଶ൯ 
= H൫Xଷ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Vଵଶ൯ − H൫Xଷ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Vଵଶ, Yଵ൯ 
= H൫Xଷ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ − H൫Xଷ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Vଵଶ, Yଵ൯ 
≥ H൫Xଷ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ − H൫Xଷ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Yଵ൯ 
= I൫Yଵ; Xଷ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯                                                                             (V. 11) 
I൫Y෡ଶ; Vଵଶ, Yଵ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ 
= I൫Y෡ଶ; Yଵ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ + I൫Y෡ଶ; Vଵଶ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Yଵ൯ 
≥ I൫Y෡ଶ; Yଵ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯                                                                       (V. 12) 
By substituting (V. 9) , (V. 11)  and (V. 12)  for the terms in 
 (V. 8. G), we obtain an tighter bound (than  (V. 8. G)): 
I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Yଵ൯ ≤ I൫Yଵ; Xଷ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯          (V. 13) 
Thus, the region defined by (V. 8. A) − (V. 8. F) and (V. 13) is 
also achievable for the discrete memoryless PCRBC. Then let 
us perform some modifications on this region. 
The second term in the parenthesis of (V. 8. D)  can be 
dropped due to this fact: 
I൫Yଵ; Vଵଶ, XଷหUଶ୮, Uଶ൯ + I൫Y෡ଶ; Vଵଶ, Yଵ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ 
−I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯                                                                                  
= ቀI൫Yଵ; XଷหUଶ୮, Uଶ൯ + I൫Yଵ; VଵଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ቁ 
+I൫Y෡ଶ; Vଵଶ, Yଵ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ − I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯                         
= ቀI൫Yଵ; XଷหUଶ୮, Uଶ൯ + I൫Y෡ଶ; Yଵ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ቁ 
+ ቀI൫Yଵ; VଵଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ + I൫Y෡ଶ; Vଵଶ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Yଵ൯ቁ                 
−I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯                                                                           
= I൫Yଵ, Y෡ଶ; VଵଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ + I൫Xଷ, Y෡ଶ; Yଵ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ 
− ቀI൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ቁ                                                                        
= I൫Yଵ, Y෡ଶ; VଵଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ + I൫Xଷ, Y෡ଶ; Yଵ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ 
− ቀI൫Yଵ, Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ቁ                                                    (V. 14) 
= I൫Yଵ, Y෡ଶ; VଵଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ + ቀI൫Xଷ, Y෡ଶ; Yଵ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ቁ 
−I൫Yଵ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ − I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Yଵ൯                             
= I൫Yଵ, Y෡ଶ; VଵଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ 
+ ቀI൫Xଷ; Yଵ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ + I൫Y෡ଶ; Yଵ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ቁ                                    
−I൫Yଵ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ − I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Yଵ൯                             
= I൫Yଵ, Y෡ଶ; VଵଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ 
+ ቀI൫Xଷ; Yଵ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ − I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Yଵ൯ቁ                              
≥ I൫Yଵ, Y෡ଶ; VଵଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯                                                               (V. 15) 
where (V. 14) follows from (V. 10) , and (V. 15) follows from 
(V. 13). Thus, we obtain the following region: 
Rଵ୆ᇱ + Rଶଶᇱ ≥ I൫Vଵଶ; VଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ൯                     (V. 16. A) 
Rଶ୔ + (Rଵ୆ + Rଵ୆ᇱ ) ≤ I൫Y෡ଶ; Vଵଶ, YଵหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯                           
−I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ + I൫Yଵ; Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Vଵଶ, Xଷ൯  (V. 16. B) 
(Rଵ୆ + Rଵ୆ᇱ ) ≤ I൫Yଵ, Y෡ଶ; VଵଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯        (V. 16. C) 
Rଶ୔ + (Rଶଶ + Rଶଶᇱ ) ≤ I൫Yଶ; Uଶ, VଶหUଶ୮, Xଷ൯                (V. 16. D) 
(Rଶଶ + Rଶଶᇱ ) ≤ I൫Yଶ; VଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯                (V. 16. E) 
I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Yଵ൯ ≤ I൫Yଵ; Xଷ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯                       (V. 16. F) 
taken over the union of all distributions 
p൫uଶ୮, uଶ, vଵଶ, vଶ, xଶ൯p൫xଷหuଶ୮൯ (V. 16. G)× p(yଵ, yଶ|xଵ, xଶ, xଷ)p൫yොଶหuଶ୮, uଶ, xଷ, yଶ൯ 
This region does not impose an explicit constraint on the 
common message Rଶ୔. We further shrink the region (V. 16) by 
adding the constraint below: 
Rଶ୔ ≤ I൫Yଵ; Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Y෡ଶ൯ − I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯   (V. 17) 
, and, according to  (V. 16. B), for the most restrictive situation 
(i.e., Rଶ୔ is chosen to coincide with its upper-bound), (Rଵ୆ + Rଵ୆ᇱ ) 
should lie in the following range: 
(Rଵ୆ + Rଵ୆ᇱ ) ≤ I൫Y෡ଶ; Vଵଶ, YଵหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ 
−I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ + I൫Yଵ; Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Vଵଶ, Xଷ൯        
− ቀI൫Yଵ; Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Y෡ଶ൯ − I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ቁ    
=  I൫Y෡ଶ; Vଵଶ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ + I൫Y෡ଶ; Yଵ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Vଵଶ൯ 
−I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ + I൫Yଵ; Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Vଵଶ, Xଷ൯                                
− ቀI൫Yଵ; Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Y෡ଶ൯ − I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ቁ                            
=  I൫Y෡ଶ; Vଵଶ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ + I൫Y෡ଶ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Vଵଶ; Yଵ൯ 
−I൫Yଵ; Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Y෡ଶ൯                                                                            
=  I൫Y෡ଶ; Vଵଶ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ + I൫Vଵଶ; YଵหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Y෡ଶ൯ 
=  I൫Vଵଶ; Yଵ, Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯                                                              (V. 18) 
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which is exactly the same as (V. 16. C) and impose no addi-
tional constraint. To sum up, the following region is achieva-
ble for the discrete memoryless PCRBC and subsumed in 
RPCRBC: 
Rଵ୆ᇱ + Rଶଶᇱ ≥ I൫Vଵଶ; VଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ൯                                                 (V. 19. A) 
Rଶ୔ ≤ I൫Yଵ; Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Y෡ଶ൯ − I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯ (V. 19. B) 
(Rଵ୆ + Rଵ୆ᇱ ) ≤ I൫Yଵ, Y෡ଶ; VଵଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯                     (V. 19. C) 
Rଶ୔ + (Rଶଶ + Rଶଶᇱ ) ≤ I൫Yଶ; Uଶ, VଶหUଶ୮, Xଷ൯                            (V. 19. D) 
(Rଶଶ + Rଶଶᇱ ) ≤ I൫Yଶ; VଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ൯                             (V. 19. E) 
I൫Yଶ; Y෡ଶหUଶ୮, Uଶ, Xଷ, Yଵ൯ ≤ I൫Yଵ; Xଷ|Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯                (V. 19. F) 
taken over the union of all distributions 
p൫uଶ୮, uଶ, vଵଶ, vଶ, xଶ൯p൫xଷหuଶ୮൯ 
× p(yଵ, yଶ|xଵ, xଶ, xଷ)p൫yොଶหuଶ୮, uଶ, xଷ, yଶ൯        (V. 19. G) 
After scrutinizing the region (V. 19) above, one can find out 
that this is actually equivalent to RB, Bross’ region, and the 
inclusion follows. 
■ 
D. CMG Rate 
Corollary 6: CMG rate is included in theorem 1. 
Proof: By setting Uଶ୮, Uଶ, Vଵଶ, Vଶ and Xଶ as ∅ in theorem 1, 
this claim follows. 
■ 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a new unified achievable rate region for the 
DM-CIFC-UDC is derived. This region is further proved to 
include the largest known achievable rate regions for the 
broadcast channel, the relay channel, the cognitive radio inter-
ference channel and the partially cooperative relay broadcast 
channel. More importantly, a potentially larger achievable 
rate region for the partially cooperative relay broadcast chan-
nel is derived. 
In addition, how to assist the decoder of PU to alleviate the 
interference caused by the transmission of CU via the unidi-
rectional destination cooperation is also investigated. As a 
matter of fact, this interference mitigation strategy can be 
considered as a complementary part of the non-causal cogni-
tion originally proposed by Devroye et al. [12], [16] which 
demonstrated that by Gel’fand-Pinsker precoding, the interfe-
rence caused by PU on the secondary destination can be miti-
gated.  
An outer bound of the capacity region for the CIFC-UDC is 
also derived in this paper. Although this outer bound is not 
tight in general, for a class of the DM-CIFC-UDCs, our 
achievable rate region meets with this outer bound, resulting 
in the characterization of the capacity region for this class.  
APPENDIX (A)  
PROOF OF LEMMA 1 
Lemma 1: For fixed ൫j୮, j, i୮, m୮, m൯, with sufficiently high 
probability, encoder 2 can find at least one mᇱ such that 
ቊቆ
uଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, vଵ୬൫i୮หj୮, j൯,
uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯, uଶ୬൫m, mᇱหj୮, j, m୮൯
ቇ ∈ T∈୬ቋ                 (A1) 
provided that 
Rଶ୔ᇱ ≥ I൫Vଵ; UଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮൯                            (A2) 
and n is sufficiently large. 
Proof: This lemma can be proved by the similar approach 
used in the rate-distortion problem [2, Chapter 10]. Since it is 
assumed that all the sub-message tuples are equiprobable, 
without losing generality, we assume that ൫j୮, j, ip, m୮, m൯ =
(1,1,1,1,1). 
Pr ൞ ሩ ቊቆ
uଵ୮୬ (1), uଵ୬(1|1), vଵ୬(1|1,1),
uଶ୮୬ (1|1), uଶ୬(1, mᇱ|1,1,1)
ቇ   T∈୬ቋ
ଶ౤౎మౌᇲ
୫ᇲୀଵ
ൢ 
= ൫1 − Pr൛൫uଵ୮୬ , uଵ୬, vଵ୬, uଶ୮୬ , uଶ୬൯ ∈ T∈୬ൟ൯
ଶ౤౎మౌᇲ                                   (A3) 
Furthermore, the latter term in the parenthesis of (A3) can 
be lower-bounded as 
Pr൛൫uଵ୮୬ , uଵ୬, vଵ୬, uଶ୮୬ , uଶ୬൯ ∈ T∈୬ൟ 
= ෍ p൫uଶ୬หuଵ୮୬ , uଵ୬, uଶ୮୬ ൯
୳మ౤∈୘∈౤
 
≥ 2୬൫ୌ൫୙మห୙భ౦,୙భ,୚భ,୙మ౦൯ିக൯2ି୬൫ୌ൫୙మห୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦൯ାக൯ 
= 2ି୬൫୍൫୙మ;୚భห୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦൯ାଶக൯                                                                 (A4) 
In addition, by employing the inequality, (1 − x)୫ ≤ eି୫୶, 
(A3) can be upper-bounded as 
Pr ൞ ሩ ቊቆ
uଵ୮୬ (1), uଵ୬(1|1), vଵ୬(1|1,1),
uଶ୮୬ (1|1), uଶ୬(1, mᇱ|1,1,1)
ቇ   T∈୬ቋ
ଶ౤౎మౌᇲ
୫ᇲୀଵ
ൢ 
≤ ൫1 − 2ି୬൫୍൫୙మ;୚భห୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦൯ାଶக൯൯
ଶ౤౎మౌᇲ
 
≤ exp ቀ−൫2ି୬൫୍൫୙మ;୚భห୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦൯ାଶக൯ × 2୬ୖమౌᇲ ൯ቁ 
= exp൫−2୬൫ୖమౌᇲ ି୍൫୙మ;୚భห୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦൯ିଶக൯൯                                            (A5) 
Hence, according to (A5), the probability (A3), can be made 
as small as possible provided that (A2) is satisfied, and n goes 
to infinity. 
■ 
APPENDIX (B)  
PROOF OF LEMMA 2 
Lemma 2: For fixed ൫j୮, j, i୮, m୮, m, k୮, l൯  and previously 
found m∗ , with sufficiently high probability, encoder 2 can 
find at least one pair (kᇱ, lᇱ) such that 
ە
ۖ
۔
ۖ
ۓ
ۉ
ۈ
ۇ
uଵ୮୬ ൫j୮൯, uଵ୬൫jหj୮൯, vଵ୬൫i୮หj୮, j൯,
uଶ୮୬ ൫m୮หj୮൯, uଶ୬൫m, m∗หj୮, j, m୮൯,
vଵଶ୬ ൫k୮, kᇱหj୮, j, i୮, m୮, m, m∗൯,
vଶ୬൫l, lᇱหj୮, j, m୮, m, m∗൯ ی
ۋ
ۊ ∈ T∈୬
ۙ
ۖ
ۘ
ۖ
ۗ
              (B1) 
provided that  
Rଵ୆ᇱ ≥ 0 (B2. A)
Rଶଶᇱ ≥ I൫Vଵ; VଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ (B2. B)
Rଵ୆ᇱ + Rଶଶᇱ ≥ I൫Vଵ, Vଵଶ; VଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ (B2. C)
and n is sufficiently large. 
Proof: Lemma 2 can be considered as an extension of Mar-
ton binning. Since it is assumed that all the sub-message 
tuples are equiprobable, without loss of generality, we assume 
that ൫j୮, j, i୮, m୮, m, k୮, l൯ = (1,1,1,1,1,1,1). 
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ۖە
۔
ۖۓ
ሩ
ۖە
۔
ۖۓ
ۉ
ۈ
ۇ
uଵ୮୬ (1), uଵ୬(1|1), vଵ୬(1|1,1,1),
uଶ୮୬ (1|1), uଶ୬(1, m∗|1,1,1),
vଵଶ୬ (1, kᇱ|1,1,1,1,1, m∗),
vଶ୬(1, lᇱ|1,1,1,1, m∗) ی
ۋ
ۊ   T∈୬
ۙۖ
ۘ
ۖۗ
(୩ᇲ,୪ᇲ)
ۙۖ
ۘ
ۖۗ
        (B3) 
The probability above involves an intersection of depen-
dent events, rather than a union. We employ the approach in 
[8] to deal with this problem. Let I(kᇱ, lᇱ)  be the indicator 
function where the event  
ۖە
۔
ۖۓ
ۉ
ۈ
ۇ
uଵ୮୬ (1), uଵ୬(1|1), vଵ୬(1|1,1,1),
uଶ୮୬ (1|1), uଶ୬(1, m∗|1,1,1),
vଵଶ୬ (1, kᇱ|1,1,1,1,1, m∗),
vଶ୬(1, lᇱ|1,1,1,1, m∗) ی
ۋ
ۊ ∈ T∈୬
ۙۖ
ۘ
ۖۗ
                    (B4) 
occurs. Furthermore, we define a random variable as 
K = ෍ ෍ I(kᇱ, lᇱ)
ଶ౤౎మమᇲ
୪ᇲୀଵ
ଶ౤౎భాᇲ
୩ᇲୀଵ
                                                                          (B5) 
Equation (B3) can be bounded as  
Pr
ۖە
۔
ۖۓ
ሩ
ۖە
۔
ۖۓ
ۉ
ۈ
ۇ
uଵ୮୬ (1), uଵ୬(1|1), vଵ୬(1|1,1,1),
uଶ୮୬ (1|1), uଶ୬(1, m∗|1,1,1),
vଵଶ୬ (1, kᇱ|1,1,1,1,1, m∗),
vଶ୬(1, lᇱ|1,1,1,1, m∗) ی
ۋ
ۊ   T∈୬
ۙۖ
ۘ
ۖۗ
(୩ᇲ,୪ᇲ)
ۙۖ
ۘ
ۖۗ
   
= PrሼK = 0ሽ 
= PrሼK − EሾKሿ = −EሾKሿሽ 
= Prሼ|K − EሾKሿ| = |−EሾKሿ|ሽ 
≤ Prሼ|K − EሾKሿ| ≥ |EሾKሿ|ሽ 
≤ Var
ሾKሿ
(EሾKሿ)ଶ                                                                                                 (B6) 
where the last step follows by the Chebyshev Inequality: 
Prሼ|Y − EሾYሿ| ≥ cሽ ≤ ୚ୟ୰ሾଢ଼ሿୡమ , where Y  is an arbitrary random 
variable, and c  is a constant. Further, we bound EሾKሿ  and 
VarሾKሿ: 
EሾKሿ = E ൦ ෍ ෍ I(kᇱ, lᇱ)
ଶ౤౎మమᇲ
୪ᇲୀଵ
ଶ౤౎భాᇲ
୩ᇲୀଵ
൪ 
= ෍ ෍ EሾI(kᇱ, lᇱ)ሿ
ଶ౤౎మమᇲ
୪ᇲୀଵ
ଶ౤౎భాᇲ
୩ᇲୀଵ
 
= ෍ ෍ PrሼI(kᇱ, lᇱ) = 1ሽ
ଶ౤౎మమᇲ
୪ᇲୀଵ
ଶ౤౎భాᇲ
୩ᇲୀଵ
 
= ෍ ෍ Pr
ە
ۖ
۔
ۖ
ۓ
ۖە
۔
ۖۓ
ۉ
ۈ
ۇ
uଵ୮୬ (1), uଵ୬(1|1), vଵ୬(1|1,1,1),
uଶ୮୬ (1|1), uଶ୬(1, m∗|1,1,1),
vଵଶ୬ (1, kᇱ|1,1,1,1,1, m∗),
vଶ୬(1, lᇱ|1,1,1,1, m∗) ی
ۋ
ۊ ∈ T∈୬
ۙۖ
ۘ
ۖۗ
ۙ
ۖ
ۘ
ۖ
ۗଶ౤౎మమᇲ
୪ᇲୀଵ
ଶ౤౎భాᇲ
୩ᇲୀଵ
 
= ෍ ෍ ቌ ෍ p൫vଵଶ୬ หuଵ୮୬ , uଵ୬, vଵ୬, uଶ୮୬ , uଶ୬൯
(୴భమ౤ ,୴మ౤)∈୘∈౤
ଶ౤౎మమᇲ
୪ᇲୀଵ
ଶ౤౎భాᇲ
୩ᇲୀଵ
× p൫vଶ୬หuଵ୮୬ , uଵ୬, uଶ୮୬ , uଶ୬൯ቇ 
≥ ෍ ෍ ൫2୬൫ୌ൫୚భమ,୚మห୙భ౦,୙భ,୚భ,୙మ౦,୙మ൯ିக൯
ଶ౤౎మమᇲ
୪ᇲୀଵ
ଶ౤౎భాᇲ
୩ᇲୀଵ
× 2ି୬൫ୌ൫୚భమห୙భ౦,୙భ,୚భ,୙మ౦,୙మ൯ାக൯2ି୬൫ୌ൫୚మห୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦,୙మ൯ାக൯) 
= ෍ ෍ ቀ൫2ି୬൫୍൫୚భ,୚భమ;୚మห୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦,୙మ൯ାଷக൯൯ቁ
ଶ౤౎మమᇲ
୪ᇲୀଵ
ଶ౤౎భాᇲ
୩ᇲୀଵ
 
= 2୬൫ୖభాᇲ ାୖమమᇲ ൯ × ൫2ି୬൫୍൫୚భ,୚భమ;୚మห୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦,୙మ൯ାଷக൯൯                        (B7) 
and 
VarሾKሿ 
= ෍ ෍ ෍ ෍ EൣI(kᇱ, lᇱ) × I൫k෨ ᇱ, lሚᇱ൯൧
ଶ౤౎మమᇲ
୪ሚᇲୀଵ
ଶ౤౎మమᇲ
୪ᇲୀଵ
ଶ౤౎భాᇲ
୩෩ᇲୀଵ
ଶ౤౎భాᇲ
୩ᇲୀଵ
  
−EሾI(kᇱ, lᇱ)ሿ × EൣI൫k෨ ᇱ, lሚᇱ൯൧                                
= ෍ Pr൛I(kᇱ, lᇱ) = 1, I൫k෨ ᇱ, lሚᇱ൯ = 1ൟ  
− PrሼI(kᇱ, lᇱ) = 1ሽ × Pr൛I൫k෨ ᇱ, lሚᇱ൯ = 1ൟ                            (B8) 
The summation in (B8) can be divided into four cases to 
evaluate: 
 If k෨ ᇱ ≠ kᇱ and lሚᇱ ≠ lᇱ,  
I(kᇱ, lᇱ)  is independent of I൫k෨ ᇱ, lሚᇱ൯ . Henceforth, this term 
contributes nothing to the summation (B8). 
 If k෨ ᇱ = kᇱ and lሚᇱ ≠ lᇱ, 
෍ Pr൛I(kᇱ, lᇱ) = 1, I൫k෨ ᇱ, lሚᇱ൯ = 1ൟ  
− PrሼI(kᇱ, lᇱ) = 1ሽ × Pr൛I൫k෨ ᇱ, lሚᇱ൯ = 1ൟ                                              
≤ ෍ Pr൛I(kᇱ, lᇱ) = 1, I൫k෨ ᇱ, lሚᇱ൯ = 1ൟ 
= ෍൫PrሼI(kᇱ, lᇱ) = 1ሽ × Pr൛I൫kᇱ, lሚᇱ൯ = 1หI(kᇱ, lᇱ) = 1ൟ൯ 
= EሾKሿ × 2୬ୖమమᇲ × ෍ p൫vଶ୬หuଵ୮୬ , uଵ୬, uଶ୮୬ , uଶ୬൯
୴మ౤∈୘∈౤
 
≤ EሾKሿ × 2୬ୖమమᇲ × 2ି୬൫୍൫୚భ,୚భమ;୚మห୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦,୙మ൯ିଶக൯                         (B9) 
Similarly,  
 If k෨ ᇱ ≠ kᇱ and lሚᇱ = lᇱ, 
෍ Pr൛I(kᇱ, lᇱ) = 1, I൫k෨ ᇱ, lሚᇱ൯ = 1ൟ  
− PrሼI(kᇱ, lᇱ) = 1ሽ × Pr൛I൫k෨ ᇱ, lሚᇱ൯ = 1ൟ                                              
≤ EሾKሿ × 2୬ୖభాᇲ × 2ି୬൫୍൫୚భమ;୚మห୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦,୙మ,୚భ൯ିଶக൯                      (B10) 
 If k෨ ᇱ = kᇱ and lሚᇱ = lᇱ, 
෍ Pr൛I(kᇱ, lᇱ) = 1, I൫k෨ ᇱ, lሚᇱ൯ = 1ൟ  
− PrሼI(kᇱ, lᇱ) = 1ሽ × Pr൛I൫k෨ ᇱ, lሚᇱ൯ = 1ൟ                                              
≤ EሾKሿ                                                                                                     (B11) 
By combing (B7) − (B11) with (B6),  
VarሾKሿ
(EሾKሿ)ଶ ≤
1
2୬ୖభాᇲ × 2ି୬(ହக)
+ 1
2୬ୖమమᇲ × 2ି୬൫୍൫୚భ;୚మห୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦,୙మ൯ାହக൯
 
+ 1
2୬൫ୖభాᇲ ାୖమమᇲ ൯ × ൫2ି୬൫୍൫୚భ,୚భమ;୚మห୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦,୙మ൯ାଷக൯൯
                      (B12) 
Therefore, if 
Rଵ୆ᇱ ≥ 0 (B13. A)
Rଶଶᇱ ≥ I൫Vଵ; VଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ (B13. B)
Rଵ୆ᇱ + Rଶଶᇱ ≥ I൫Vଵ, Vଵଶ; VଶหUଵ୮, Uଵ, Uଶ୮, Uଶ൯ (B13. C)
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and n → ∞, with sufficiently high probability, encoder 2 can 
find at least one such pair (kᇱ, lᇱ). 
■ 
APPENDIX (C)  
PROBABILITY OF ERROR ANALYSIS 
Pୣ ≡ max൛Pୣ భ, Pୣ మൟ 
≤ PrሼThe Encoding Fails. ሽ 
+ ෍ Pr ቄThe Decoding Error of Decoder k. ቚThe Encoding Succeeds. ቅ
୩ୀଵ,ଶ
              (C1) 
As shown in Appendix (A) and (B), the first term is arbitra-
rily small if (III. 2. B) − (III. 2. E)  are satisfied, and n  goes to 
infinity. Thus, in this part, we focus on bounding the second 
term, the probability of decoding error. Furthermore, our de-
coding is performed in (B + 2) blocks. According to the simi-
lar approach in [3, Section 9.2], it can be shown that each 
block can be considered separately by assuming that no error 
was made in the previous blocks. The overall probability of 
decoding error will be upper-bounded by (B + 2) multiplying 
the maximum probability of decoding error of (B + 2) blocks 
which can be bounded as 
max
ୠୀଵ,…,(୆ାଶ)
Pr ൜The Decoding Errorof block b. ฬ
No error was made
prior to block b. ൠ 
≤ max
ୠୀଵ,…,(୆ାଶ)
൬Pr ൜The Decoding Error ofDecoder 1 of block b. ฬ
No error was made
prior to block b. ൠ
+ Pr ൜The Decoding Error ofDecoder 2 of block b. ฬ
No error was made
prior to block b. ൠ൰                    (C2) 
We bound the two terms separately: 
[The Decoding Error of Decoder 1] 
Consider the decoding process of block b. Since it is as-
sumed that all the message tuples are equiprobable, without 
loss of generality, ቀj୮
(ୠ), i୮
(ୠ), m୮
(ୠ), z୮
(ୠ), k୮
(ୠ)ቁ  is assumed to be 
equal to (1,1,1,1,1) in block b. In the first step of the decoding 
process of decoder 1, if (III. 10) is satisfied, and n  is suffi-
ciently large, we have a proper initiation for the backward 
decoding. In the rest of the decoding process, an error is 
committed if ቀȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) , ı୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) , mෝ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) , zො୮ీభ
(ୠ) , k෠ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) ቁ ≠ (1,1,1,1,1). We de-
fine the error events of decoder 1 in Table II. Note that, in 
Table II and III, an “X” indicates that the decoding result is 
error, a “1” indicates that the decoding result is correct, and a 
dash “−” indicates that it does not matter whether the decod-
ing result is correct or not; in this situation, the most restric-
tive case is when the decoding result is actually wrong. 
Hence, the probability of decoding error of decoder 1 of 
block b can be bounded as 
Pr ൜The Decoding Error ofDecoder 1 of block b. ฬ
No error was made 
prior to block b. ൠ 
= Pr
ۖە
۔
ۖۓ ቀȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) ≠ 1ቁ ∪ ቀı̂୮ీభ
(ୠ) ≠ 1ቁ ∪
ቀmෝ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) ≠ 1ቁ ∪ ቀzො୮ీభ
(ୠ) ≠ 1ቁ ∪
ቀk෠ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) ≠ 1ቁ 
ተ
ተNo error was made
prior to block b.
ۙۖ
ۘ
ۖۗ
 
 
 
≤ ෍ Pr ൜E୧୬ୢୣ୶ୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵฬ
No error was made
prior to block b. ൠ
଼
୧୬ୢୣ୶ୀଵ
                               (C3) 
The eight terms can be bounded separately: 
 When the event E୩ୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵ , k = 1,2,3,5, occurs, the quan-
tized version of received symbols at destination 2, yොଶ୬, is 
independent of yଵ୬. This follows from the fact that either 
the superposed sequences (i.e., u1pn , uଵ୬, uଶ୮୬  and  uଶ୬) by yොଶ୬ 
are wrongly decoded, or zො୮ీభ
(ୠ)  is wrongly decoded.  
Therefore, the transmitted and received sequences 
ቀuଵ୮୬ , uଵ୬, vଵ୬, uଶ୮୬ , uଶ୬, vଵଶ୬ , xଷ୬, yଵ୬
(ౘ) , yොଶ୬ቁ  are generated iid ac-
cording to  
p൫uଵ୮൯p൫uଵหuଵ୮൯p൫vଵหuଵ୮, uଵ൯p൫uଶ୮หuଵ୮൯ 
(C4)× p൫uଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, uଶ୮൯p൫vଵଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, vଵ, uଶ୮, uଶ൯ 
× p൫xଷหuଵ୮, uଶ୮൯p(yଵ|¯)p൫yොଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, uଶ୮, uଶ, xଷ൯
where “¯” represents the random variables associated with 
the sub-messages which are decoded correctly. However, 
the sequences considered at decoder 1 look as if they were 
generated iid according to 
p൫uଵ୮൯p൫uଵหuଵ୮൯p൫vଵหuଵ୮, uଵ൯p൫uଶ୮หuଵ୮൯ 
(C5)
× p൫uଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, vଵ, uଶ୮൯p൫vଵଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, vଵ, uଶ୮, uଶ൯
× p൫xଷหuଵ୮, uଶ୮൯p൫yଵหuଵ୮, uଵ, vଵ, uଶ୮, uଶ, vଵଶ, xଷ൯
× p൫yොଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, vଵ, uଶ୮, uଶ, vଵଶ, xଷ, yଵ൯ 
Hence, 
Pr൛Eଵୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵหNo error was made prior to block b. ൟ 
≤ 2୬൫ୖభ౦ାୖభభା୐మౌା෡ୖା୐భా൯ 
× 2
ି୬ቆ୉ቈ୪୭୥୮൫୳మห୳భ౦,୳భ,୳మ౦,୴భ൯୮൫୳మห୳భ౦,୳భ,୳మ౦൯
቉ିεቇ
 
× 2
ି୬ቆ୉ቈ୪୭୥୮൫୷భห୳భ౦,୳భ,୴భ,୳మ౦,୳మ,୴భమ,୶య൯୮(୷భ) ቉ିεቇ 
× 2
ି୬ቆ୉ቈ୪୭୥୮൫୷ෝమห୳భ౦,୳భ,୴భ,୳మ౦,୳మ,୴భమ,୶య,୷భ൯୮൫୷ෝమห୳భ౦,୳భ,୳మ౦,୳మ,୶య൯
቉ିεቇ
 
= 2୬൫ୖభ౦ାୖభభା୐మౌା෡ୖା୐భా൯2ି୬൫୍൫୚భ;୙మ|୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦൯ିଷε൯ 
TABLE III 
ERROR EVENTS OF DECODER 2 
 ȷୈ̂ଶ
(ୠ) ቀmෝ ୈଶ
(ୠ), mෝ ୈଶᇱ
(ౘ)ቁ ቀlመୈଶ
(ୠ), lመୈଶ′
(ౘ)ቁ 
Eଵୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଶ X − − 
Eଶୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଶ 1 X − 
Eଷୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଶ 1 1 X 
 
TABLE II 
ERROR EVENTS OF DECODER 1 
 ȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ)  ı̂ୈଵ
(ୠ) ቀmෝ ୮ీభ
(ୠ) , mෝ ୈଵᇱ
(ౘ)ቁ zො୮ీభ
(ୠ)  ቀk෠ ୈଵ
(ୠ), k෠ ୈଵᇱ
(ౘ)ቁ
Eଵୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵ X − − − −
Eଶୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵ 1 X X − − 
Eଷୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵ 1 X 1 X − 
Eସୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵ 1 X 1 1 − 
Eହୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵ 1 1 X − − 
E଺ୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵ 1 1 1 X X 
E଻ୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵ 1 1 1 X 1 
E଼ୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵ 1 1 1 1 X 
*In Table II and III, when the header of the column contains two indices, an 
“X” indicates that at least one of the two indices is wrong. It can be observed 
that the most restrictive case is when both indices are wrongly decoded. 
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× 2ି୬ቀ୍൫ଢ଼భ;୙భ౦,୙భ,୚భ,୙మ౦,୙మ,୚భమ,ଡ଼య൯ቁ 
× 2ି୬ቀ୍൫ଢ଼భ,୚భ,୚భమ;ଢ଼෡మ;|୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦,୙మ,ଡ଼య൯ቁ                                                    (C6) 
The other terms can be bounded in exactly the same way, 
so the details are omitted here. 
 When Eସୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵ occurs, yොଶ୬ is correlated with yଵ୬(ౘ) . There-
fore, the transmitted and received sequences are generated 
iid according to  
p൫uଵ୮൯p൫uଵหuଵ୮൯p൫vଵหuଵ୮, uଵ൯p൫uଶ୮หuଵ୮൯ 
(C7)× p൫uଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, uଶ୮൯p൫vଵଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, vଵ, uଶ୮, uଶ൯ × p൫xଷหuଵ୮, uଶ୮൯p൫yଵหuଵ୮, uଵ, uଶ୮, uଶ, xଷ൯        
× p൫yොଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, uଶ୮, uଶ, xଷ, yଵ൯ 
However, the sequences considered at decoder 1 look as 
if they were generated iid according to 
p൫uଵ୮൯p൫uଵหuଵ୮൯p൫vଵหuଵ୮, uଵ൯p൫uଶ୮หuଵ୮൯ 
(C8)× p൫uଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, uଶ୮, vଵ൯p൫vଵଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, vଵ, uଶ୮, uଶ൯× p൫xଷหuଵ୮, uଶ୮൯p൫yଵหuଵ୮, uଵ, vଵ, uଶ୮, uଶ, vଵଶ, xଷ൯
× p൫yොଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, vଵ, uଶ୮, uଶ, vଵଶ, xଷ, yଵ൯ 
Hence, 
Pr൛Eସୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵหNo error was made prior to block b. ൟ 
≤ 2୬(ୖభభା୐భా)2ି୬൫୍൫୙మ;୚భ|୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦൯ିଶε൯ 
× 2ି୬ቀ୍൫ଢ଼భ;୚భ,୚భమห୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦,୙మ,ଡ଼య൯ቁ 
× 2ି୬ቀ୍൫ଢ଼෡మ;୚భ,୚భమ|୙భ౦,୙భ,୙మ౦,୙మ,ଡ଼య,ଢ଼భ൯ቁ                                                    (C9) 
 When the event E୩ୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵ , k = 6,7,8, occurs, the indices, 
ȷ୮̂ీభ
(ୠ) , ı̂୮ీభ
(ୠ) , mෝ ୮ీభ
(ୠ)  and mෝ ୈଵᇱ
(ౘ) , are correctly decoded simulta-
neously. Thus, the sequences ൫uଵ୮୬ , uଵ୬, vଵ୬, uଶ୮୬ , uଶ୬൯ pass the 
Gel’fand-Pinsker binning, so they are jointly typical. In 
addition, for the events E଺ୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵ  and E଻ୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵ , yොଶ୬  is in-
dependent of yଵ୬
(ౘ)  while, for E଼ୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଵ , yොଶ୬  and yଵ୬
(ౘ)  are 
correlated together. The probabilities of these three events 
can be upper-bounded in the same manner as the above, so 
we omit the detailed proof.  
[The Decoding Error of Decoder 2] 
Consider the decoding process of block b, b = 1,2, … , B + 1. 
Since it is assumed that all the submessage tuples are equi-
probable, without loss of generality, we assume that 
൫j(ୠ), m(ୠ), l(ୠ)൯ = (1,1,1) in block b. An error is committed if 
൫ȷୈ̂ଶ
(ୠ), mෝ ୈଶ
(ୠ), lመୈଶ
(ୠ)൯ ≠ (1,1,1). We define the error events of de-
coder 2 in Table III. The probability of decoding error of de-
coder 2 of block b can be bounded as: 
Pr ൜The Decoding error ofdecoder 2 of block b. ฬ
No error was made
prior to block b. ൠ 
= Pr ቐ
ቀȷୈ̂ଶ
(ୠ) ≠ 1ቁ ∪ ቀmෝ ୈଶ
(ୠ) ≠ 1ቁ
∪ ቀlመୈଶ
(ୠ) ≠ 1ቁ
ቮNo error was madeprior to block b. ቑ 
≤ ෍ Pr ൜E୧୬ୢୣ୶ୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଶฬ
No error was made
prior to block b. ൠ
ଷ
୧୬ୢୣ୶ୀଵ
                              (C10) 
When any one event occurs, the transmitted and received 
sequences ቀuଵ୮୬ , uଵ୬, uଶ୮୬ , uଶ୬, vଶ୬, xଷ୬, yଶ୬
(ౘ)ቁ  are generated iid ac-
cording to 
p൫uଵ୮൯p൫uଵหuଵ୮൯p൫uଶ୮หuଵ୮൯p൫uଶ, vଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, uଶ୮൯ 
× p൫xଷหuଵ୮, uଶ୮൯p൫yଶหuଵ୮, uଶ୮, xଷ,¯൯                  (C11) 
However, the sequences considered at decoder 2 look as if 
they were generated iid according to 
p൫uଵ୮൯p൫uଵหuଵ୮൯p൫uଶ୮หuଵ୮൯p൫uଶ, vଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, uଶ୮൯ 
× p൫xଷหuଵ୮, uଶ୮൯p൫yଶหuଵ୮, uଵ, uଶ୮, uଶ, vଶ, xଷ൯        (C12) 
Hence, 
Pr൛Eଵୈୣୡ୭ୢୣ୰ ଶหNo error was made prior to block b. ൟ 
≤ 2୬(ୖభౌା୐మౌା୐మమ) 
× 2
୬ቆି୉ቈ୪୭୥୮൫୷మห୳భ౦,୳భ,୳మ౦,୳మ,୴మ,୶య൯୮൫୷మห୳భ౦,୳మ౦,୶య൯
቉ାகቇ
 
= 2୬(ୖభౌା୐మౌା୐మమ) 
× 2ି୬൫୍൫ଢ଼మ;୙భ,୙మ,୙మమ,୚మห୙భ౦,୙మ౦,ଡ଼య൯ିக൯                                                   (C13) 
and the other terms can be upper-bounded similarly.  
Lastly, to sum up, if (III. 6), (III. 8. A) − (III. 8. C), (III. 10), 
(III. 13. A) − (III. 13. H) and (III. 15. A) − (III. 15. C) are satisfied, 
and n goes to infinity, the average probability of error, Pୣ , will 
go to zero. Thus, the achievability is proved.  
■ 
APPENDIX (D)  
PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Consider a code (|Wଵ|, |Wଶ|, n, Pୣ ) with average probability 
of error Pୣ → 0. The probability distribution on the joint en-
semble space Wଵ × Wଶ ×X1n×X2n×X3n×Y1n×Y2n is given by  
p(wଵ, wଶ, xଵ୬, xଶ୬, xଷ୬, yଵ୬, yଶ୬) 
=  p(wଵ) p(wଶ) p(xଵ୬|wଵ)p(xଶ୬|wଵ, wଶ) 
× ෑ ൬I ቀxଷ౟ = fଷ౟൫yଶ୧ିଵ൯ቁ × p൫yଵ౟, yଶ౟หxଵ౟, xଶ౟, xଷ౟൯൰
୬
୧ୀଵ
      (D1) 
where I(∙)  is the indicator function which equals to 1  if its 
argument is true and equals to 0  otherwise. Additionally, 
p(xଵ୬|wଵ) and p(xଶ୬|wଵ, wଶ) are either 0 or 1.  
According to Fano’s inequality [2, theorem 2.10.1], we 
have 
H(Wଵ|Yଵ୬) ≤ nRଵPୣ + 1 ≜ nεଵ                             (D2) 
H(Wଶ|Yଶ୬) ≤ nRଶPୣ + 1 ≜ nεଶ                             (D3) 
where εଵ and εଶ goes to zero if Pୣ → 0. We can now bound the 
rate Rଵ as 
nRଵ = H(Wଵ) 
≤ I(Wଵ; Yଵ୬) +  H(Wଵ|Yଵ୬) 
= ෍ I൫Yଵ౟; WଵหYଵ୧ିଵ൯
୬
୧ୀଵ
+ nεଵ 
= ෍ H൫Yଵ౟หYଵభ୧ିଵ൯ − H൫Yଵ౟หWଵ, Yଵ୧ିଵ൯
୬
୧ୀଵ
+ nεଵ 
≤ ෍ H൫Yଵ౟൯ − H൫Yଵ౟หWଵ, Yଵభ୧ିଵ, Xଵ౟, Xଶ౟, Xଷ౟൯
୬
୧ୀଵ
+ nεଵ                       (D4) 
= ෍ I൫Yଵ౟; Xଵ౟ , Xଶ౟ , Xଷ౟൯
୬
୧ୀଵ
+ nεଵ                                                           (D5) 
where (D4) follows since conditioning does not increase en-
tropy, and (D5) follows from the Markov chain ൫Wଵ, Yଵభ୧ିଵ൯ −
൫Xଵ౟, Xଶ౟ , Xଷ౟൯ − Yଶ౟. 
We can similarly derive the upper bound for Rଶ as 
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nRଶ = H(Wଶ) 
= I(Wଶ; Yଶ୬) + H(Wଶ|Yଶ୬) 
≤ I(Wଵ, Yଶ୬; Wଶ) + nεଶ 
= I(Yଶ୬; Wଶ|Wଵ) + nεଶ                                                                          (D6) 
= I൫Yଶ୬; Wଶ, Xଶ୬(Wଵ, Wଶ)หWଵ, Xଵ୬(Wଵ)൯ + nεଶ 
= ෍ I൫Yଶ౟; Wଶ, Xଶ୬หWଵ, Xଵ୬, Yଶ୧ିଵ, Xଷ౟൯
୬
୧ୀଵ
+ nεଶ                                    (D7) 
= ෍ ቀH൫Yଶ౟หWଵ, Xଵ୬, Yଶ୧ିଵ, Xଷ౟൯ − H൫Yଶ౟หWଵ, Wଶ, Xଵ୬, Xଶ୬, Xଷ౟ , Yଶ୧ିଵ൯ቁ
୬
୧ୀଵ
+ nεଶ 
≤ ෍ H൫Yଶ౟หXଵ౟, Xଷ౟൯ − H൫Yଶ౟หXଵ౟, Xଶ౟, Xଷ౟൯
୬
୧ୀଵ
+ nεଶ                         (D8) 
≤ ෍ I൫Yଶ౟; Xଶ౟หXଵ౟, Xଷ౟൯
୬
୧ୀଵ
+ nεଶ                                                           (D9) 
where (D6) follows from the independence between Wଵ  and 
Wଶ, (D7) follows from xଷ౟ = fଷ౟൫yଶ୧ିଵ൯, and (D8) follows from 
the Markov chain ൫Wଵ, Wଶ, Xଵ୧ିଵ, Xଶ୧ିଵ, Yଶ୧ିଵ൯ − ൫Xଵ౟, Xଶ౟, Xଷ౟൯ − Yଶ౟. 
We next derive an upper bound on the sum rate Rଵ + Rଶ 
nRଵ + nRଶ = H(Wଵ, Wଶ) 
= I(Wଵ, Wଶ; Yଵ୬) +  H(Wଵ, Wଶ|Yଵ୬) + I(Wଵ, Wଶ; Yଶ୬|Yଵ୬) 
       −I(Wଵ, Wଶ; Yଶ୬|Yଵ୬) 
= I(Wଵ, Wଶ; Yଵ୬, Yଶ୬) + H(Wଵ, Wଶ|Yଵ୬) − I(Wଵ, Wଶ; Yଶ୬|Yଵ୬) 
= I(Wଵ, Wଶ; Yଵ୬, Yଶ୬) + H(Wଵ, Wଶ|Yଵ୬, Yଶ୬) 
= I(Wଵ, Wଶ; Yଵ୬, Yଶ୬) + H(Wଵ|Yଵ୬, Yଶ୬) + H(Wଶ|Wଵ, Yଵ୬, Yଶ୬) 
≤ I(Wଵ, Wଶ; Yଵ୬, Yଶ୬) + H(Wଵ|Yଵ୬) + H(Wଶ|Yଶ୬) 
≤ I(Wଵ, Wଶ; Yଵ୬, Yଶ୬) + n(εଵ + εଶ) 
= ෍ I൫Yଵ౟, Yଶ౟; Wଵ, WଶหYଵ୧ିଵ, Yଶ୧ିଵ, Xଷ౟൯
୬
୧ୀଵ
+ n(εଵ + εଶ)                 (D10) 
≤ ෍ H൫Yଵ౟, Yଶ౟หXଷ౟൯
୬
୧ୀଵ
− H൫Yଵ౟, Yଶ౟หWଵ, Wଶ, Yଵ୧ିଵ, Yଶ୧ିଵ, Xଵ౟, Xଶ౟ , Xଷ౟൯                                (D11) 
= ෍ H൫Yଵ౟, Yଶ౟หXଷ౟൯ − H൫Yଵ౟, Yଶ౟หXଵ౟, Xଶ౟, Xଷ౟൯
୬
୧ୀଵ
                           (D12) 
= ෍ I൫Yଵ౟, Yଶ౟; Xଵ౟, Xଶ౟หXଷ౟൯
୬
୧ୀଵ
                                                             (D13) 
where (D10) follows from xଷ౟ = fଷ౟൫yଶ୧ିଵ൯, (D11) follows since 
conditioning does not increase entropy, and (D12)  follows 
from the Markov chain ൫Wଵ, Wଶ, Yଵ୧ିଵ, Yଶ୧ିଵ൯ − ൫Xଵ౟, Xଶ౟, Xଷ౟൯ −
൫Yଵ౟, Yଶ౟൯. 
At last, the upper bounds (D5), (D9) and (D13)can be trans-
formed into the single-letter bounds in theorem 2 by introduc-
ing an auxiliary random variable Q which is independent of 
(wଵ, wଶ, xଵ୬, xଶ୬, xଷ୬, yଵ୬, yଶ୬)  and uniformly distributed over 
ሼ1,2, … , nሽ. Define Xଵ ≜ Xଵ୕ , Xଶ ≜ Xଶ୕, X3 ≜ X3Q, Y1 ≜ Y1Q and 
Yଶ ≜ Yଶ୕. Then for (D5) 
1
n ෍ I൫Yଵ౟; Xଵ౟, Xଶ౟, Xଷ౟൯
୬
୧ୀଵ
= I(Yଵ; Xଵ, Xଶ, Xଷ|Q) 
≤ I(Yଵ; Xଵ, Xଶ, Xଷ)                                                                                (D14) 
by the Markov chain  
Q − (Xଵ, Xଶ, Xଷ) − Yଵ                                   (D15) 
The other bounds can be transformed in exactly the same 
manner, and theorem 2 is proved. 
■ 
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